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13 in ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish
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. & Big Rapids. 10 45 a. m.
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8.35 p. m. T70R8T, W„ Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchas- services as a Physician,Burgeon and Ac\ 9.80 p. in.
V ed elsewhere, will be cut to order. Heoalrlng coucheurto the public at large, and |5,000,000,for which bonds are issued gome portion of the paper ihouid be de •
promptly attendedto. River street.
New Buffalo &
whereas he pays particular attentionto guaranteed by the Braziliangovernment voted, every week, to religioca and moral
| 1.05 a.m.
12. 15 p. m.
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New
feature,when the press is flooding the
time.
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until the 8d day of December, next, for nearly $5,000,000, or one-fonrth over those nlcious. To crown all, the Family NewsTaken Effect, Monday, May 29, 1876.
T\EMING, W. H„ Manufacturerof Plows, By delivery at the rublio School grounds of of the aame month last year; this was paper ahonld be untrammelled by any affllimproved machinery Is enabled to sell the sixty cords of SAWED, SOUND GREEN
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[EALD, R.K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
By order of the Board of Education, ever made in one month, over $81,000,000,Newspaper can be had for one esnt a day, it
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C. DOE8BURG, 8cc'y.
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V Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- edy for the cure of dyspepsia, Inactive York for ten months is over $240,000,000,ume. Progressive, comprehensive,sound,
ing material fnrnlshea at Grand Rapids prices.
jlver, Sour Stomach, Constipation,Loss
reliable,pure, it is Just what ia needed in
of Appetite,Coming up of Food, Yellow against $222,000,000. last
Attomyi.
HoUrr Pnhlloi
Shin, and General Languor and Debility.
Mr. Evarts’s consuls report from ail your household.Send $8,15 for a year to
[OWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand DOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Inenrance Tou most acknowledge that this would be quarters a great readiness to consume A- The New York Observer, 87 Park Row,
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it will cure. You who are suflfering
\tC BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
rmn
these
complaints,
these
words
sre
ItI Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11, DOOST, John A. Notary Public. Office m ComWghU were u hroreble ae on ,he
River street.
Ii mon Connell Roomv, Van Landegends block, addressed— and will you continueto suffer tsh and European staples. This aspect
Eighth street.
when you can be cured on such terms? It
SHERBURNE, S. W., Blendon,Mich., Attorney
the case revives the projects of steamship A well made, genuine Microscope— not
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
\X7AL8H, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, s for you to determine. Sample bottle, 10
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections.
and Insurance Agent. Office, (My Drug cents; regular size 75 cent*. Sold by J. subsidy, which are not likely, however, to a bit of molded glass in a paper or metal
OfficeIn the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A. Stort. 8th street.
O. Doeaburg, No. 70, Eighth street, and ind much ancouragementin Congress, ring, or tube— but one with MUi Lenses,
Bolks A Bros.
Wm. Van Putten, River street,Holland, Mr. C. A. Washburne, In the last Penn Diaphragm, Stand, etc., is not only useful
PhTiioiau
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
<|t
monthly, proposes that $5,000,000 of the In every family, but is very interesting,
JL Agent Office in Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor, A NNI8, T. K., Physician ; residence, opposite
iV 8. W. cor. Public Square.
River street.
50,000 die annually by neglecting a annual appropriation for the navy he Such instrumentshave hitherto been too
|)E8T. R. B. A L. E., Surgeons and Physicians. Cough, Cold or Croup, often leading to spent in subsidizing any American steam- coatly for the general public.—The EdiBakirist.
13 Office at their residence, O verysel,Mich.
Consumption and the grave. Why will
you neglect so important a matter when shlps running between certain porta with tore of the American Agriculturist,in conT EDBBOER,B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office you can get at onr store Shiloh's Consump- whom it is desirable to bnild np a trade, nection with an Optical Manufacturing
this line served on call; Eighth street
IJ corner Eleventh and River street opposite tion Cure, with the assuranceof a speedy
It is certainly a very sensible suggestion, Company, have, after many experiments
public
recovery. For soreness across the Chest not new to our readers, that the $22,- and much invention,succeeded in proBa&Uaf ud Ixohat s.
T EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and Snrgeon; or Lungs or Lame Back or Side, Shiloh't
TT'ENYON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting
office at residence, on Eighth street, near ChL
Porous Platter gives prompt relief. Bold 000,000 laid out in the navy annually is ducing * genuine Microscope, with thrfe fine
JV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth am AM.L.8.R.R.crossing.
by J. O. Doesburg, No. 70, Eighth street practically of no benefit to the country. Lenses, Stand, etc., which, by, use of maRiver streets.
Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Snrgeon. Office, and Wm. Van Putten, River street, Hoi Bat we apprehend that this amount might ctiinery,and very large manufacture, is
ivl over E. H hold’s Boot and Shoe Store,
Bsrbm.
land, Mich.
be taken off the tariff in a way which I now made at far lew cost than hat ever
Eighth street.
Hackketack, a popular and fragrant would do more for American commerce before been done. Scientific men, and
TVE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, sharing, gOHOUTKN, &A. atjPnysiclM. Office at D.
shampooning,hair-dyeing, etc., done at reaperfume. Sold by the above dealers.
than any other system of subsidy. The others, say it Is decidedly1 superior to anysonable rates. Barbershopnext door to the City
lection! made In Holland anjl vicinity.
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ger, James H. _
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ioker, of Chicago,
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A Project to Wrlt« ft Novel on the Life of
of New York. McVioker Was a corn(
the Aaaaaaln ot Uncoln, and a Rebake.
icon
Sherfth e writer
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d

mel, the author of “ Ca Ira^ is engaged post of “printer’s devil. ”
House,— Bills were introduced and referred: in writing a novel in which Wilkes Booth
A Practical Joker.
By Hr. Franklin, for the organization of the Terri- will be a prominent figure, and the
tory of Oklohama ; by Mr. Dans, to exempt steam- newspaperthat announces the fact adds
Mr. Sothem’s energy and liberalityin,
plow machinery from payment of dnty; by Mr. that Mr. Trammel “will weave apleas- the benefits for the widow of Edwin

.

Wilkes
Thk daughter of William H. Vanderbilt,the There was instantly a scene of great confusion,
as a heavy sea broke at once over the fated
millionaire,wae «amed in New York laat
vessel. Before any concertof action could be
week to a weaUhjr young .^oetonian named taken theboais were all washed from the boatflrit cutter was lowered, but
Twombley. The affair was as gorgeous as davits.
it swamped ten minutes after in the
money could make It
.•boiling
. rorf. None . of n the saved
Johw V. L Phirtnr, an ex-member of Oon- escaped in boats, nor did they receiveany asgresH, and one of the f 6remoet meb of New rirtance from the shore. The thirty-fourwho
York State, died at Albany last week .V Louis escaped did so by swimming, , .The feat of
swimming two miles through breakers where
t. Thereseoh, of New York, lawyer, church the toughest surf-boat oould not live required

Th

ri

.

.

vesti7inaBntoMtt*r.pf Bt Luke’s Hospital Society, and Sunday-school superintendent,has
proved to be a defaulter to the extent of f 180,-

of New

Mofixs H. OaiNNtLL, one

York’s

..wealthyand leading citizens, died last week,
fged 76.
I.

H. Jokes, Jn., Wool broker, of Boston, has

disappeared. His

nime

with a
series of alleged dishonest transactions, by
which several Arms have been victimizedto an
amount estimatedat *60,000
rjari •>'.*/! TWF,
Tm Third Natjonal Bank, of Chicago, has
gone into liquidation.There will be no loss
to depositors, and whatever loes thare is will,
fktl upon the stockholders alone. The liabilities are a little over $1,000,000, the nominal
asset* $1, 800.000. and back of them the peris obhneoted

the Committee on Privilegesand Elections be discharged from further connideratlonof the contested
oaaa of Belfordva. Patterson,of Cqlgwjo.Laid on
If the assertions here
are true,
the table— yeas, 156; nays, 94... .Mr. fiwlng made a
long and earnest speech in support of. his bill to re- Mr. Trammel is on the point of commitpeal the Besum^n law. ^
ting a blunder in art which will go far
Fbidat, Nov. 23.— Senate.— Not in Besnion. to contradict any pretensionhe

made

may

House.— The House, after a lengthy debate, passed
the bill repealing the Resumption act by a vote of
133 to 120. The following is the text of the bill : A
bill to repeal all that part of the act approved
Jan. 14, 1875, known as the Resnmptionset,
tremendous endurance.The inward land cur- which authorized the Secretary of the Treasuryto
rent aided them, and toward the end the surf- dispose of United States bonds and redeem and
men came out after them and helped them in. cancel greenbackcurrency. That all that portion
A boat belonging to the lifesaving service,con- of the act approved Jan. 14, 1875, entitled.- “Ah
taining five men. was swamped in an attempt act to provide for the resnmption of specie payments,” which reads aa follows, to-wit:“and
to reach the wrecked steamer,and all on board
whenever and so often as circulating notes shall be
perished, thus swelling the total death-list to
issued to any such banking association so increasing its capital or circulatingnotes, or
A dispatch from Matamoras, Mexico, says (#o newly-organlfced as aforesaid, it shall be
the duty of the Secretaryof the Treasury
th^troop* which left the City of Mexico (some to redeem the legal-tender united States notes In
dayf ago, under command of Gen. Trevino, for excess only of $300,000,000to the amount of 80 per
cent, of the sum of national-banknotes
so Issued
the Bio Grande, are not to repel the United
to any such banking associationas aforesaid,and
States troops, but to co-operate with the to continue such redemptionas such circulating
United States authorities in maintfininp peace note# are laeued until there shall be outstandbetween the two countries.
ing the sum of $300,000,000of such legaltender United Slates notes and no more, and, on
WASHINGTON.
and after the 1st day of January, Anno Domini,
u
j “ “
v* 1 * ii.i- . ;
1879, the Secretary of the Treasuryshall redeem
A Washington dispatch says : “ The House in coin United States legal-tender notes then outElection Committee considered the case of standing on their presentation for redemption at
office ef the AssistantTreasurer of the United
Judge Belford,of Colorado, coming only to the
States in the dty of Now York in enms of not less
the decision that nothing can be settled at this than $50, and, to enable the Secretary of the Treassession, and postponingthe case until the ury to prepareand provide for redemptionin this
regular session. It appears that the Republi- act authorized or required, he is authorized to use
any surplus revenues from time to time in the
cans even of the committee are hot agreed as
treasurynot otherwiseappropriated,and to isto the proprietyof recommending the seating sue, sell and dispose of, at not leas than par in
of Belford. The difficultiesare of a legal ooin, either of the description of bonds of the
character.” ,
United States described in the act of Congress ap,

have

rank as a dramatio writer of fiction. Wilkes Booth was a romantic
to

young man, when

he waa

and if he had never

-

young,

‘

assassin-

ated Mr. Lincoln it would havA
been easv, no doubt, to

find

enough ma-

terial in his life to furnish the ground-,

work of a romance. His habits were
eccentric and well adapted to the uses
of a romance writer. A good chapter
mifj'ht have been made out of a scene
which the writer of thtoarticle saw in
the actor’s room one morning before the
war. Invited to breakfast with Booth,
the writer called at his room about 10
o’clock and found him lying in bed,
shooting at a picture on the wall with a
pair of dueling pistols whichayonpg
negro by the bedside was loading for

him. Upon his guest’s entrance he

sum of $3,200 was added to the fund,
now amountingto $18, 000— have greatly
endeared him to the profession, and
won /additionalregard for himself from
the public. Mr. Sothem has sometimes been alluded to as fond of a
‘ lark. ”
On one occasion, when driving
out with Mrs. John Wood, with whom
he was acting at the time, he stopped,
and with his companion entered an
iron-monger's shop. Advancing to the
counter, he said, “ Have you the second
edition of ‘Macaulay’sHistory of England?’” The shop-keeperexplained
that he kept an iron-mongering establishment. “Well, it don’t matter
whether it is bound in calf or not,” answered the customer. “ But, sir, this is
not a bookseller’s.” “ It don’t matter
how yon put it up,” says Sothem ; “ft
piece of brown paper— the sort of thing
you would give your own mother.”
“ Sir 1” bawled the shop-keeper, “we
—don’t— keep— it 1 No books ; this is

hastily arose and apologized for his for- an iron-mongering shop !” “ Yes,” says
getfulness, explainingthat the man Sothem, “the binding differs,but I’m
whose picture he had been firing at was not particular—as long as I have a flysonal responsibility of ninety stockholdersfor
double their stock, or $1,600,000.
an enemy who had injured him, and ad- leaf, don’t you know?” “ Sir 1” fairly
ing: “I was taking $ sort of weak-tea screamed the shop-keeper, “ can’t you
Tbs United States District Attorney at Bt
satisfaction out of his photograph.”
Louis, Ho., has opened a vigorous war on the
see we keep no books ? This is an ironA man who could be guilty of such a monger's shop
quack doctors of that city, by having indict*
“Certainly,”said
freak must have done many things to Sothem, seating himself, “ I’ll wait for
wonts preferod against the mpst notoriousand
^ Federal appointments:William H. Fitz- proved July 14, 1870, entitled ‘An act to authorize delight the heart of a romance-writer it” Believing that his customer was
dangerous
. • •
the refundingof nationaldobt,’ with like qualities,
Thk failure is announced of Fillips A Go., patrick, of Kansas, Registerof the Land Office privilegesand exemptions, to the extent necessary who is out of a subject, and, os we have either hopeles8ly|deaf oi- equally mad,
bankers of Georgetown,Ohio, With liabilities it Topeka ; Charles M. Howard, of Michigan, to carry this act into full effect,and to use the pro- said, Wilkes Booth would have been an the man called another from the other
ceeds thereof for the purposes aforesaid," be, and
admirable hero of romance but for his end Of the store, and explained that he
of 186,000. . Gen. Sheridan bus given orders Receiverof Public Moneys at Santa Fe ; Albert the same is hereby, repealed.
for the removal of the Nez Perces Indiansfrom G. Boone, of Colorado, Indian Agent at tne
Saturday, Nov. 24.— Senate.— Not in bob- great crime; but that crime— not because could do nothing with the gentleman.
it was a crime, but because it is history “What do you wish, sir?” shouted the
FortLiwoln to Fort Leavenworth.... Shields Poaca Agency ; A. Bertram, Postmaster at aion.
A May, wholesale liquor dealers, Cincinnati, Adams, Minn.
—made
him peculiarly unfit for the nov- second man, advancing. “I should
House.— The House spent the entire day In the
POLITICAL.
havfefalltd. liabilities,$80,000.
consideration of the Deficiency Appropriationbill, elist’s use. The assassination was a dra- like,” says Sothem, quietly, “a small
The official vote of New York, at the NovemT»t dramatic event in Chicago the past week
and did not succeed in completingIt. A pro- matic affair, certainly, and even melo- plain file aboutso long.” “Certainly,sir,”
has been the productionof the fine emotional ber election, for Secretary of State is as follows: tracted struggleoccurred over an amendment to dramatic in some of its circumstances,
said the man, casting upon bewildered
play of “Lillian,or Woman’s Last Love,” at Beach, Democratic, 383,091; Churchill, Repub- reappropnatethe unexpended balance of 'the ap- but it was an event of so mneb and so No. 1 a glance of the most unmitigated
propriation made laat year for carrying tho mails,
MoVicker’sTheater.It is baying a good run, lican, 371,811; Junto, Workingmen,20,167; amounting to orer $700,000, The amendment was terrible moment that it became present disgust. Before the article could be
and will be continued another week.
Harkness, Prohibition,6,166.
stricken out by a vote of 129 to 108.
matter «f fact to every English-speaking procured, Mrs. Wood, who had been
Anothxb sickly Chicago bank" has kicked
Monday, Nov. 26. -Senate.— The political person of this generation. Its facts were pretending to be occupied in looking at
THE TCRKO-BCSSIAN WAR.
the bucket It was called the Cdntrat National,
There has been some heavy but indecisive contest in the Sataate was renkwell The Commit- tho current news of the day; its details saws and such trifles, had yielded to aland was J an insignificantconcern. De- fighting on the river Lom. . .The Roumanians, tee on Privilegesand Elections reported In favor of were reported m all of the newspapers; ways dominant risibilities, so that she
seating W\ P. Eallogg from Louisiana, a minority
podtors, it is believed, " will be paid after a three days’ engagement, have captured of the committee reporting in favor of Hpofford. it became fact, hard, prosaio fact, to became quite helpless, and Sothem in.in full ..jMA mail coach wee attacked bylndt Bahova, on the Danube, and are crossing the
The consideration of these reports was everybody, and, until time shall have continently fled with his purchase as
ans between Deadwood and Bismarck last week.,
postponed.In the case of M. O. Bntler, softened its outlines, it cannot be made
river in large numbers at that point
soon as he conld obtain it, leaving her
of South Carolina,Mr. Thnrman’a resolution to
Hie red devils fired a volley kt the driver and
A Constantinopledespatch says that Gen. discharge the committeefrom farther consideration romance, anymore than a photograph of to recover at her leisure. When they
passengers,but all escaped unhurt by leaving
the coacp and taking to the bluffs. The In- Meliknff,when summoning Mnkhtar Pasha to thereof came np as the regularorder, and Judge the New York postoffioe can be made a met at the theater she accused him of
Daria, of Illinois, addressed the itenate in support
work of art. To write of it in a novel having abandoned her after reducing
dians captured the coach and horses. They
evacuate Erzeroum, informed him of the cap- of the resolution.Mr. Edmunds, after a brief reransacked the mail-bags and tried, but unsuowill be to turn the novel into an old news- her to an utterly inert state byhis practure of Kars, and that if he resistedhe would ply to Mr. Daria. moved that the Senate proceed
to executivebusiness.Rejected—yeas, 28; nays,
tical joke, but he made it ail right by
be attackedby 80,000 men with overwhelming 30, Messrs. Conover and Patterson voting with tho paper.
But this terrible fact overshadows presenting her, not with “ Macaulay’s
artillery.
Mnkhtar
Pasha
replied
that
he
would
Democrats In the negative.The debate was then
the other two.
hold Erzeroum to the last
reopened and conflausd all night, the Republicans everything else in Wilkes Booth’s life, History,” but the file.— I/a«7>er’« BaS’ HE
SOUTH.
A London telegram says the Russians have now and then varying the monotony by mak- and to mention his name is to bring the zar.
• Heavy rains and destructivefloods .ary reing motions to adjourn. The Democrats,
captured,with trifling loss, the fortified town howtwer, were firm, and obsttnatelytefused to yield assassinationand only the assassination
ported from Virginia and South Carolina. It
An Actor’s Misfortune.
of Etropol, the Turks fleeing in disorder. their advantage. During the debate fUssrs. Patter- to every mind. All else that he did in
is estimated fthat over $1,000,000 was destroyed
son and Conover addressed the Senate at some
life
is
rendered
insignificant
by
compariEtropol is situatedon a spur of the Balkan length in explanation of their positions.
Mr. E. Eberle, an actor of over
at Biohmond by the overflow of the James
mountains, about twenty miles to the northeast
House.— Tho House transacted no business of son, and any romance founded upon his twenty years’ experienoe,was seen to be
river. 1
of Sophk, on a road leading to Lovatz.
life before the assassination must make
importance.
fltrangely at fault in his part in the AlCongressmanSmall?, of South Carolina,has iB an important point in connection with
as vague an impression as a half-remembany Theater a few nights ago. He had
been sentenced to three years in the peniten- then Probable passage of the Balbered dream does, Wilkes Booth is, the reputationof being “ letter perfect,”
Casualtiesto huperlor Officers.
kans by way of the Sophia road....
tiary. . .Bishop Enoch W. I Marvin, of the
The Sultan is reported as desinons of treating
Many witticismshave been lavished therefore, a wholly impracticable sub- but on this occasion he was at a loss for
Methodist Episcopal Church Boqth, died last for peace directly with the Czar. The feeling
ject of romance. Something might be
on
the great loss of Russian officers in
words, went on and off the stage at
week at his rendenoe
rehidence
oe &
in Si. Louis.
Loui Bishop in Russia is stated to be favorableto the remade out of his career, perhaps, in the wrong points in the play, and gave the
Marvin was k native of Missouri and was 54
this campaign, and we have been told
establishmeut of peace, but an intention is
way of a Bowery melodrama, or a wildly audience the impression that he waa
yearsold. /r. 7-‘ itojUt
manifestedof excluding England from partici- that the TurJcs bad in consequence even
“sensational”drama of the lowest drunk. At length he advanced to the
GENERAL.
pation jn the negotiations.,Ju London but been instructedby their superiorsnever
The National Grange of Patrcps of Hus- little dependence is placed tra the prevailing to fire on a Rt^sian General lest he order, but any attempt to make legiti- footlights and said: “I don’t know
b
bandry met at Cincinnati,Ohio, last week. peace “talk.”
should unfortunately be replaced by a mate use of ^the man, or his life, or bis what the matter is with me, but I cerGK9KKAL
FOREIGN
NEWS.
The Master’s annual address recommends a
man of some military capacity. It ap- character, or anything pertaining to him, tainly am not drunk— I never drink anyThe London Tunes thus concludes a leader pears, however, from a very elaborate must be a disastrous failure.
thing intoxicating. I was perfect in my
modification of the rules so' as to allow persons
or societies engaged in industrialpursuits to on thy French, situation : “The moderate return compiled by the Germajis of their
part at rehearsal this morning, bat now I
Typos and Actors.
q The ^fecuriye Com- Right of the Senate did not mean to produce losses in the Franco- German war, that
cannot recall a word of it.” He retired,
mittee advise a discontinuanceof the general
It is a fact not generally known that
the mischief they have occasiohed,but the re- very nearly as large a. proportion of the
and another actor read the rest of his
agencies, add that the gife establnth wholesult 14 befortus. The powers of France are
Generals were killed and wounded as of a great many of the promment actors of part. Hig trouble wa8 p0ra]„Bifl of the
sale and retail stores onAbeWopentiveprto.
arrayedagainstone another like army against
the son.-OQmmissioned officers and pri- theday have soared from the prmtar's £rain> tti fhere is not much hope of
case to the stage. In an interview with
kis recovery.
vates, and a very much larger proportion
advices from Hong Kong, China, state
Stnart Robson', the comedian (himself
oi staff officer* Thus 2.56 per cent. «f
that “there is ‘great excitement in American
an ex-printer),a New York reporter Mrs. Sandford, of Gaston county,
on the Island of Miquelon, in the Gulf of St. cilules in oonsequenee of the cohvfctidu of O. the Generals were killed, and only 2.60
asked :
N. C., had one baby in 1874, twins in
Lawrence. All persona on board werq sated. B. Bradford,formerly United States Yioe Con- per cent of the non-commissionedof“ Who of the actors of the present
The vessel and cargo were valued at $245,000. sul General to Shanghai, on a charge of open- ficers and privates, while 8.72 per cent,
1875, triplets in 1876, and in 1877 is yet
day are printers by trade ?”
Tbs total liabilitiesof Mulbojland A Baker,
to be heard from.
“d-ropytag letters sent through the of the Generals were wounded, and only
“Let me see,” said Mr. Robson, mushardware merchantsof Montreal, Canada, United States mails for the purpoae of making 9.98 per cent of the non-oommissioned
ingly. “ There’s J. H. Stoddart, one of
the contents known to MinisterG. T. Seward
who recently failed, areJ $760,060 ...George Aftfralpng and elaborate trial, Mr. G. Wiley officers and privates. Of the staff of
THE MARKETS.
our best 1 old men ;’ he was a tvpo, and a
fleers,
however,
po
less
than
8.67
per
Frazier, dry goods merchant of Montreal, has WelW, the newly-arrived Cotuul General, degood one too. Then there’s Montague,
NEW YORK. ’<
f riled; liabilities, $8»l«0$.
i. Harrison P.
livered a sentence and fine of $260 and costs cent were li/led, and as many as ,18.22
of Wallack's; one wouldn’t think to see Bketes ........................... $7 50 (j$10 75
«,nd imprisonment for twenty days. It is gen- pen cent were wounded. Thus, even
Hoas.... ...........................
4 75 (§ 6 12#
erally reported that remarkable revelations are in an army so admirably disciplined as him bowling up Fifth avenue behind his Cotton ............................ lljf® llj$
$278,691.
span of bang-tail thoroughbredsthat Flour— Bupfrflne ..................4 75 a 6 25
still to follow this affair,ard a thorough toresthe German army, it is obvious that the
Weezt— No. 2 Cblcaw.... ........ 1 30 j| 181
Capt. Howoate baa received a totter via bgriiou is promised of many leng- suspected
he was once a printer.”
staff officers run a very much higher
Corn— We* tern Mixed... ......
S2
64
“
Is
fhat
so
?”
queried
the
reporter.
Scotland f ran Capt Tyson, in pommapd of the
Oat*— Mixed .....
SS <5
41
proportionaterisk than any private solThe new French Ministry is constituted as
“ I heard that he was in some way con- Rye— Western .....................
74
76
Florenoe,the advance vessel of the American
dier. How excellent waft the discipline
13 80 Q14 00
Arctic expedition;under date of Sept 29. in follows:Presidentof the Senate and Minister
nected
with
a nobleman, and that he had POBK-New Mew ..................
Labd ..............
................
8*
1 which he reports his safe arrival at Niontiliok of War, Gen. Grimaudet de Roobebouet ; Min- is to be fathered from the fact that while
< . 'A
the total number of killed, wounded, the exceptionaladvantages of good suri harbor, Cumberlandgulf. ,H® proposed movister of Foreign Affkirs, Marquis de Bonneroundings and a universityeducation.” Bskvez— Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 25 £ <75
ing to the head of the gulf in a few days to go
and missing was about 14 pet cent,, deCboloe Natives ...........4 75 £ 6.00
“YouYve been misinformedmy boy.
toto wintofquArien and ca^out hit LtrucCons and Heifers........ 2 25 0 8 60
cidedly less than 2 per deni (to speak
tons in relataon to the collection of m*U*i*L
Montague, the gallant that half Murray
Butchers' Steen ..........3 25 @ 8 75
of Finance, M. Dutilleul;Minister’ of Com- precisely, 1.68 per cent) Were missing,
Medium to Fair .......... 4 10 <4 4 50
Hill is breaking its heart over, was a
- Atkuweam from Halifa^^. S^aqnounoes geroa, M. Ozenno ; Minister of Public Works,
and in every grade above that of nontypo-setter
on
the
London
Fra,
and
that
Minister
of
Public
Instruction,
M.
FwuE^Fanoy White' Winter.*
« W S 7$!
that the FisheryCommission has awarded $5,commissioned Officers and privates the
Faye... A dispatoA from Athena
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 25 ^ 5 50
at not a very remote period, either.
hardly i
oonseque
Wheat-No. 2 Spring ............ .. 1 08 <4 1 08*
Then there’s Harry Crisp and Lawrence
No.SSpring .............. 103 (4 104
ment, the ---- Barrett: both were printers. Barrett CoaN— No. 2 ...........
40 <4 49
refused to soeept their
Oats— No. ....................... 26 <4 27
had
an
numble
origin,
but
he
has
been
cririi
continue*.
The
criag oontinuea, The poyulaoahave become be peculiar to the Russian 'Itriny.
Bye— No. f ............
64
65
stndions, and is now one of the* best- Babley— No. 2 .............
very warlike since th^jato Rnaaian victories.”
ff G/t«4
London Spectator.
83
read men in the profession. John Butter—Choice Oresmery... ..... 81
Eooa— Fresh ...................... 19
20
Moore, of the Fifth Avenue Theater, is Poke
PROCEEDINGS OF CONGRESS.
-Mess. ........
......... H 80 $11 90
Aft AffectionateGoose,
another typo. Joe Jefferson, the best Laxo... ...... ....................73f@ 8
Dcrino a heavy gale on the night of the 23d
MILWAUKEE.
Wednetoax, Nov. 21.-SxNATi.-The resoA visitor to the public gardens during actor of modem times, onoe earned his
of November,, the United But's warstekmer
...............
.. J WjtfajlllS
lation of Mr. Thunaan ordering the discharge of the summer must have noticed the ec- bread at the case. Bo did that capital Wheat— No.
No. .....................1 08 $ 1 09
the Committee on ^ririlege*and Electionsfrom furcentric oonduot of one of: the wild geese comedian, W. H. Crane; as did William Cobh— No. 2 ....................... 47
4S
Oats— No. ............
26
27
which
freqpent
the
pqcd
in
the
northon
Warren, of Boston, and Charlie Burke,
Rye— No. ....................... 2*
87
ern gardens, Whenever a certain old of Philadelphia. Of dead actors who Ba*lby-tNo. 2. .......
« 70 <4 71
. jgfcLOutt. .
gentleman, whose name we Jo not know, achieved world wide fame, William E.
hi
Wheat-No. 3 Red Fill ........... 124 a 1 2S
r in thTfettrie since
Burton and James W. Wallnck, Jr., be- Oohn-No.2 Mixed ................
‘
47
26
27
longed to the craft. John ParseUe was Oat*-No.2....'. ...... R ...... —
,
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compositor.So was your humble ser- RvH.....
Poes— Msm ........................
12 10 (412 26
vant; bat I think I was ft better printer Labd .........................
7*<4 8
Hoc**.— The Home devoted the entire day In
than Tam an actor. I believe Ned Bry- Hogs ..............................3 80 a 4 60
debztliig th* Deficiency Appropriationhill wUfctmt
ant was a fly boy; and I am sure Barney
.......... ciNCniNATi;**3 00
PMtlngtt. Thedebetetook apartiaan tun tovard its
back, to its manifest disgust, for it goes Williams was one/ Steve Fiake, of the WHHAT-Red ......................1 18
41
off to its native element twisting its tail Fifth Avenue Theater,had something to Cohn— New.. ....................
Oath ............................... 27
with indignation,And giving vent to do with newspapers, bat I am not cer- Byh ................................ 60
..02 )0
sundry discordant squeaks. The old tain that he was ever employed in s Pore— Meee .....................
**
gentleman says he has never fed it, or composing-room. Theodore Hamilton, Labd.
doljeodol."
petted it ih any way, which makes it another good actor, was a 4 sub' printer Wheat— No. 1 White Michigan.....'1 32
Thursday,Nov. 22.-8xNATX.-The Senate,
No. 2 Bed Winter ......... 1 80
more remarkable ;,bnt we are told by a
I had almost forgottenChar#• $*•*•«#••«*
'a'voteof yea* 29 to najra W, refused to lay on
frequenter dTj the gardens that about ley Fisher. He used to stick type like
-No. 2....'^,
^ wwlotion of Mr. Thurman, to die- two or three years ago a man used to a race-horse. Not long ago f e told me
DETROIT.
White. ..........
come there and feed this identical goose that he went into a printing-office for the
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ANNUAL REPORTS.

firm that is createdshould be allowed to pursue
businessupon giving notice of such change to

dan adds : “ The Indian troubles in tois divisment of a new tax ; fourth, that a person ion are over for tho present I cannot say
caught in tho act of manufacturingor selling that they are finallyended. Complicationsare
illicit spiritsmay be arrested on view, withont still liable to arise, and oar experienceshould
a warrant, by a Marshal or Deputy Marshal teach ua to be better preparedthan we have
and forthwithtaken before the pro|«r tribunal hitherto been."
Gen. Sherman agiees with Gen. Sheridan’s
for examination; fifth, that the existing law be
so changed as to authorisethe employmentof recommendation, which would raise the army
to nearly 50,000 men, but despairsof success
thirty-fiverevenue agents.
“ The total amount of drawback of internal- in such application to Congress, and therefore
revenue taxes allowed daring the fiscal year on urges such legislation as will give us 25,000
exported merchandise is 630,546, an increase men for regiments of the line. This would
of 624,545 in claims allowed duiing the past make for the present430 companies, with an
average of fifty-eight men to the company.
year.”
“ I believe it to be wrong and damaging to increase the cavalry at the expense of the artilTREASURY EXHIBIT.
lery and infantry.The latter do as good service
Abstract of the Report ok Treasurer as cavalr
for main1
Wyman.
should
The Treasurer of the United States, in his have the right to increase companies stationed
annual report of the operations by the Treas- at exposed points at the loss of others not simithe Collector of their districtwithout the pay-

INTERNAL REVENUE.
Synopsis or ComnssiONiE Raux’s Report.

From tho

report of Hon. Green B. Katun,

Commiaaioner of Internal Revenue, we glean

the

following

: Daring the last

fiscal year

THE “THIEF ACCHUNT^

promptly,^with a strong probabilitythat they

horse Parole over Harper Ton Broeck

and
How

a Veteran Hotel-Keeper of Indianapolis Kept Even.
[From the Indianapolis Herald.]

<l8teal!,,said the old man, in accents

of intense scorn. “Steal! Whv, you
would bo astoniahed to find how large a

his brother’s

Tom

Ochiltree is the

triumph of aU the season. It
is a noticeable fact that while the
brothers Lorillard, who are comparative
ly young on the turf, have been thus
overwhelminglysuccessful, such veterans as CoL McDaniel and August Belmont are far down in the list, and it is
believed by those who are well-informed
that the first-named “old stager” has
been a large loser on the season’s work.
—New York Cor, Detroit Pott,
brightest

proportion of the traveling publio are
infernal thieves. They steal the bederated. The net aggregateIncreaseof receipts
clothes, pillows, boot-jacks,soap, soapfrom tho several sources relating to distilled
disheH— everything,in fact, which they
spirits for the fiscal year were $1,043,844. An
can carry off. Everybody steals soap.
abstract is given of the reports of District AtWe expect that, and don’t kick. You'd
torneys for the fiscal year, showing the whole
be surprised to hear that —
(a noted
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
number of suits commenced to be 5,82B ; suits
Indiana politician) makes a practice of
Thxbi are over 100 cases of diphtheria
decided in favor of the United States, 8,327
putting the soap into his valise every
in
Flint
suits decided against the United States, 605
time he pays his bill He doesn’t seem
The iron works at Big Bapids are at
to use much of it himself, but I think
suits settled or dismissed,8,046 ; suits pending
he takes it home to his children. The work again.
July 1, 1877, 6,085. The statement is made,
first thing to be done when a fellow
showing a falling off in the amounts assessed ury during the last fiscal year, makes the fol- larly situated."
Newaygo is to have a new flouringThe concluding portionof the report is de- oomes to the office to pay his bill is to
mill soon.
in the year 1877 of f 1,704,824 from the amount lowing exhibit regarding the receiptsand exvoted to the account of Howard’s movements
assessed in the previous year, an amount al- penditures, as compared with tho fiscal year in pursuit of the Ne* Percos and their final send the porter up to his room to see if
The Michigan Salt Association has adanything is missing. When a fellow
most equal to the decreaseof assessments on ending June 30, 1876. That ending Jane 80, canture by Miles. Gen. Sherman says Col
vanced its prices 10 cents per barrel
Hues and his officers and men are entitledto oomes down with his valise in his hand,
the single article of distilled spirits seized or 1877, shows a decreasein net revenues amountDetroit imported 895,000 worth last
all honor and praise for their prompt skillful we are unusnally suspicions. The only
fraudulentlyremoved, on which there was as* ing to 618,481,452, and decreasein net expend- and successfulwork, while others, by their
month
and exported 8800,000 worth.
way to get even with the thieves is to
sessed in 1877 61,707,299 less than in 1876, in itures of 619,799,788. Fho net revenues for long and toilsome pursuit, are entitled to corThb
Muskegon Red Ribbon Club has
respondingcredit because they made that keep a ‘thief account’ Whenever anywhich latter year very large assessments were
the fiscal year were 6269,000,586 ; net expendibeen
incorporated
nnder the laws of the
thing
ia
missed
I
charge
it
np
at
a
fair
success
possible.
The
General
hopes
these
made on account of stupendousfrauds committed by distillers in various parts of the tures, 6288,660,008—making an Increase of Indians will be provided with homes in the value, and the next time I catch a thief State,
country,tnd discovered in the latter part of funds amounting to $30,840,577. It is observed spring on the Indian reservation,near the in the act I make him nay the entire
Gratiot county has ninety-oneschool
Modocs, where, by moderate Igbor, they can
the year 1876.
that, while the revenue from customs, lands
amount
or go to jail. One day a nice- buildings, and over 5,000 children of
soon be able to support themselves in peace.
The tax on deposits, capital and circulation
and miscellaneoussources has decreased year They should never again be allowed to return looking fellow came down with a valise school age.
of banks, etc., in the fiscal year ending June
after year since 1873, tho revenue derived from to Oregon or to Lapwal
in his hand and inquired the amount of
80, 1877, was 698,487less than in the previous
A council of the Order of Royal Arinternal revenue, so-adled, has increased, the
year, a decrease which mast be accounted for
his bill The minute I saw him I knew canum was instituted at East Saginaw,
receipts from that source in 1874 having been
by the general depression of businessprevailhe had stolen something, so I fang the ast
THE NATIONAL DOMAIN.
6102,409,784,and in the fiscal year of 1877,
ing in the past year, and to which many banks,
6118,680,407.
Report of the Comkhmohbb of the Gen- bell and gave the porter the wink. I
A party of Pennsylvanians are about
and particularly savings institutions were comTho total amount of “unavailable moneys”
pottered about the books while the porpelled to succumb. It should, however, be resink a> isbaft for coal in Eveline,
eral Land Office.
carried in balances of accounts in the Treasjter tfas gone, and I could sce lie was
membered that the amount reported in 1876
harlevoix
county,
r
Hon.
J.
C.
Williamson,
tho
CommiBniouer
urer's offices was as follows; Juno, 80, 1876,
showed an unusnal increase of 6211,852of the
getting uneasy. He Usd a notion to
629,899,520;June 80, 1877, $29,620,883. The General of tho Land Office,in his annual reOnly
one
death
has
occurred
in
Beltax on current banking business of that year
theory of public accounts is that the Treas- port, says tho sales of public lands for cash bolt, but just then the porter came down,
over previous years.
ding
since
last July, and that was a
and I saw by his eye that something was
The amount assessed on tobacco, snuff and urer of tho United States shall be charged, up- are about 100,000 acres more than the previous
on a wrrrant of tho Secretary, with all moneys
missing, I jumped over.the counter and oung infant, last week.
cigars removed from faotory unstampedshows
received into the treasury, and for which, year, while the number entered uuder the grabbed the rascal by the threat Open
Portland lias purchased $1,000 worth
the large increase of 6314,506 over the amount
whenever received, he is held accountableun- Homestead and Tlmber-Ooltnre laws is 785,128
assessedin the previous year, the amount so
of Baboook fire extinguishers,buckets,
that valise, you d— d thief,’says
He
assessed in 1877 being about four times the til tho same are properlydisbursed under some less. There were certified for railroad pur- got very white about the gills, and began and other fire protectives.
amount assessedin 1876, to wit, 6419,908.It is appropriationmade pursuant to law. It has, poses 700,791 acres. The total disposals of
to beg. When the value was opened,
however, occurred that, since 1836. the sum of
The Escanaba furnace was offered for
true that assessments equaling in amount this
excess were made against certain manufactur- 629,625,833over and above the amount of pub- public lands wore 47,822,432 acres. Public sure enough there was a new bed-spread sale in Pittsburgh, but as only $21,000
lio money which has been properlyaccounted surveys have been extendedover 718,572,787
for which I had paid $5. ‘BiU,’ says I. was bid it was withdrawn.
ers in Virginia and North Carolina, on tobacco
for, has, by reason of a deposit of surplus revalleged to have been fraudulently removed
acres. The total of unsurveyed lands is 'bring me the thief account’ I footed
enue with twenty-six States of the Union, by
The Northern Michigan 1 Homeonearly fifteen months prior to the date of the
deficit,by default, by theft, in various places, 1,101,197,183acres. There wore surveyed the it up, and it amounted to jost $56. * You
mthio Associationwill hold its annual
assessments,and that additionalevidence was
pay that,’ says I, 'or goto jail.’ He neeting at Pierson, Montcalm county,
subsequentlyfiled upon which a large part of and by failure In depository banks, gone from past year 11,242,928 acres at a cost of $215,942.
The consolidationof all the offices of the thought it was d—d hard to have to pay
the assessmentswere made. Nevertheless, the custody of the Treasurer,which it seems
Deo. 5.
even after making these deductions,the value he cannot,from the nature of the case, ac- SurveyorGeneral into one is recommended ; for other men’s stealings, but on the
count for, and thereby obtain credit therefor also, the abolition of tho contractsystem, and
Mrs. Johnson was killed at Kalamaof the safeguards provided by law, other than
whole oonoluded that it was cheaper than
on the books of the department, and, for the the appointment of a Surveyor General, who
zoo while on her way to church in that
that of affixing the stamp, is demonstrated by
the convenience of the operationsof the de- mav appoint assistants reqairad to personally to go to the penitentiary* Compounding
figures above given.
village. She was thrown from her carpartment, this amount is carried in the ac- make surveys. A large number of grants for a felony? Well, yea; it did have that
The total quantity of distilledspiritsin taxacounts as unavailable. The Treasurer thinks railroads have expired by limitation, and it is complexion. But maybe it nipped a riage.
ble gallons at the 70 and 90 cents tax placed in
The people of Ithaca hare vot&d
there should be legislationauthorizingthe regarded important that action should be taken
distillery warehouses, withdrawn therefrom,
thief in the bud. The giris are generand remainingtherein at the beginning and opening of an “appropriation account" upon by Congresseither to enforce the forfeiture ally honest, though once in a while we unanimouslyin favor of a $1,500 loan to
the books of the department in which, under of the grants or extend tho time for the
close of the fiscal year ending June 80, 1877, is
make the supply of water in the artesian
the head of “ unavailable," the Treasurer may completion of the roads. Should the latter catch one of them. One time there was
given at 74,143.388,'
well available. ; , ,
Statements showing the gross amount of receive credit for the trams now and hereafter course be pnraned, the claims of bona-fideset- an infernal tree-peddler stopped with us,
from
time
to
time
becoming
unavailable,
and
tlers
upon
lapsed
lands
should
be
protected.
It
There is oonsideralbeexcitement over
and hehadablaok satin vest stolen. I
avenge capital and deposits of savings banks,
tb&t tho person, bank, or State properly is recommended that Congress withdraw all
he discovery of what is pronounced to
bankers,and banks other than national banks,
paid him $5 for it He described it very
chargeable may be debited with the various lands chiefly valuablefor pine timber from the
for the year ending May 8) , 1876 and 1877, are
be gold on the farm of George Bartlett,
items by warrant upon their account stated by Homestead and Pre-emption laws, and from accurately. There was a yellow spot on
given
the collar, where he had dropped some one mile south of Midland.
the
proper
accounting
officers
of
tho
treasury.
sale
except
for
cash
;
also,
that
the
Secretary
1876.
1877.
Although the monthly debt statement of the of the Interior be authorized to sell timber acid on it, and his name in full was writCapital of Having*
Nearly 800 Corking-girls have been
bank* ................ $5,016,069
$4,965,500 departineut was never intended to show the from public lands in the mining districts; also, ten on the leather witli wliich it was
provided with employment by the WorkCapital of bank* and
conditionof the treasury and the amount and to sell timber upon any unsnrveyedland (not
banker* .............. 211,634,586
217,215,388 kinds of fnnds on hand, yet many deductions mineral) when needed for actnal settlement bound at the bottom. I suspected the ing Woman’s Home in Detroit since Its
Deposit* of Having*
are so
before public surveys ; also, that a law be en- girl Mary. We watched her for a week establishment a short time ago.
bank* having capital. 38,207,891
38,055,540
that
acted providing for the care and custody of or two, and concluded we were mistaken,
Deposit* of savings
The Sheriffs of Michigan are to hold
and not merely
timber-iandsunfit for agriculture, and for the when one day a fellow came in with a
banks having no capa meeting at Grand Bapids, next month,
845,109,217
856,057,027 only items of cash in the treasurywhich the gradual sale of timber, and for the perpetua- ilack satin vesti and. tyere was a round
to adopt a plan to further assist each
Deposits of banka and
debt statement include are the general cur- tion of the growth of timber of such lands.
yellow spot on the collar. It waa Mary's
475,790,064 rency balance and the general coin balance.
banker* .............. 483,458,242
Legislation authorizing seizures of timber
other m detecting thieves in this State.
The currency balance, as it appears in the cut from public lands, without resort to tho sweetheart. I collared him, jerked up
The Aim of Ryerson, Hills A Co., of
Total* ............. 11,683,436,596 $1,691,088,619
lis vest and found the name of the tree
monthly statement under the term “ cash in tedious process of tho courts, is also recomThe total collections from tobacco for the
Muskegon, owns 40,000 acres of land in
treasury, currency, " is simply the amount of
>- A,
peddler
on
the
leather.
He
owned
up
fiscal year ending June 30, 1877, ware 641,currency that would be left in the treasury after
The United States Marshal for the Southern that Mary had stolen the vest and given Michigan. W. H. Sftge and David
010,546. In addition to the collectionof spethe payment of all currency demands in full, Districtof Mississippihas seized, in three
Ward also have pretty sizable farms in
cific taxes from manufacturedtobacco,snuff,
it to him/ At that time the thief account
and also of the item “cash in treasury, coin." countiesbordering on the Gulf of Mexico, in
, " .....
4
and cigars ia their variousforms there are in
was
only
87,
and
so
he
g/t
off
cheap.”
There is, in addition, the amounts held for tho the suit of the United States against John
eluded in the above total collections from redemption of Clearing-House certificates,of
Sandford Brown, Clerk of Newsygo
special taxes upon the manufacture and sale of
which tho amounts outstanding are noted in
county,
writes to the Mayor of Detroit
Total
Depravity.
tobacco, meow taxes upon raw or leaf tothe statement,beside which, not mentioned
that he has been instraoted to enter into
bacco, ana from the sale of export stamps.
The most troublesome thief the New
there are funds to the credit of the disbnrsine amount of charcoal and turpentine. This loa contract with the city of Detroit for
The following exhibit gives the number of officers for redemptionof notes of national
tion stops a trade which has employed many York detectives have had anything to do
persons engaged duiing the last fiscal year in
banks failed, in liquidationand reducing cir- vessels carrying timber or lumber to foreign with for a long time proves to be a little leepiog the prisonersof that county at
the handling of raw or leaf tobacco, in the
culation, to meet outstandingchecks and drafts and dosnsetio markets.
the House of Correction.
manufacture of tobacco, snuff and cigars, and
girl 13 years old. Mysterious robberies
for the benefit of the creditorsof national
Michael Kane, while walking on the
in the distribution of manufactured products,
of money and jewels from private houses
banks, the balanceof the 5 per-cent fund, and
THE POSTOFFICE DEPARTMENT.
ascertained from the amount of collections
others. A comparativestatement is given
have
been
going
on
in the upper part of track of the Michigan Central railroad,
Export of Postmaster General Hxy.
from the sale of special-tax stamps
showing in detail, both in coin and currency,
the city for several months, so adroitly on which be was employed, stepped in a
Leaf dealer* .................................
3,808
The
report of the operations of the PostManufacturersof tobacco...................876 the liabilities and assets of tho treasury on
performed as to baffie the most minute rog near Detroit Junction, and, before
Manufacturersof cigar* ................
16,463 Sept. 30, 1876 and 1877. These aggregatesare office Departmentfor the last fiscal year shows
investigationby the police. It was le could extricate himself, was killed by
Peddler* of manufacturedtobacco .......... 319,045 as follows: Coin, Sept. 30, 1876, $67,586,805; an increase in the number of postoffioes of
he tram.
The exhibit presentedby the foregoing Sept. 80, 1877, $138,585,072. Currencv, Sept. 962 ; 1,825 having been established,and 863 noticed that a pretty, modest-appearing
30,
1876,
6100,437,766;
Sept
30,
1877,6110,The Governor and Board of State Auchild had been seen about the buildings
figures is, in many respects, a gratifyingone
discontinued. Of the Postmasters,4,800 have
at the time some of the thefts were sup- ditors are absent, on a tour of inspecboth to the Governmentand to the numerous 096,039.
Regarding the long-mooted questionwhether resigned,711 have been removed, and 897 have
parties engaged in the business of manufactposed to have been committed, but no tion through some of the Western States,
legal-tender notes depositedfor redemption of
uring and nandling tobacco.
died. There are 35,948 offices with a salary one thought of connecting her with the seeking information that may aid them
the
circulation
of
failed,
reducing
and
liquidatThere tfe three facte hi this connectionwhich
lees than 61,000, and 1,337 with a larger salary, crimes until a few days ago it was ascer- in finishing and famishing the new
the Commi^oner deems especially worthy of ing banks are held as a separate fond, it may
the last being known as Presidentialoffices. tained that articles answering to the de- Capitol at Lansing. *
be
said
that
there
is no provisionof law which
note. The first is, that the production of manufactured tobacco for the last fiscal yeftir was requires that such notes shonld be so held, and. The letter-carriers system has cost 61,893,- scriptionof some recently stolen had
The Michigan Central railway is gogreaterthan for any other fiscal year embraced as a fact, they have never been held set apart
been
pawned
by
a
girl
resembling
this ing to do ite best to keep Sunday. The
»twithin tfeo recordsof .this office, with tbojinRlo and distinot from other funds in the treasury.
The officerswere at onoe reminded General Manager has issued an order to
sipts lor local postage were
exceptapnof the year ending June 80; lOTj. The There is, without doubt in the various offices
of
little
Libby O’Brien, who had testi do on that day only snob work as is aband
various
vaults
of
tho
treasury
a
bufficiont
$2,254,957.83. / The expenditures of the desecond fact is, that a larger amofcnt of Ihoney
amount of United States notes to redeem all partment show a nominal deficiency of $1,500,- fled to being an accomplice of a Mrs. solutely necessary, and to arrange things
was collectedfrom manufacturedtobacco pu
upon the market for consumption thin during snob banks' notes if presented simultaneonfdy 000, and a real deficiency of less than Kloss, a notorious sneak.thief,a few so that the train-men can, as far as posfor redemption, bat they are not always in the $500,000.
months before, arid they looked her up sible, spend Sunday at their homes.
vaults of the office where redemption is required
David B. Barker, Superintendent of Special
and arrested her. She denied her guilt
to be made.
Agents of the Postoflice Department,reports
Joe Spetser, a German 27 years old,
idgag
A recapitulation of the silver payments made that during the year 543 persons were arrested at first with the most admirable ossunlpcigaretteswere removed directly from ftanuat work in Alexander Rodgers’ lumber
fer offenses agamnt the Postal laws, being 104 tion of innocence, but, when fully idenfactoriesfor exportation to foreign coon tries
camp, six miles north of Holton, fell
greaterthan in the preoeding year, thoagh tified by ssme of her victims, she owned
daring the last year than daring any pNvions
during the last year the number of special up. She told the whole story of her the other day and hart his back. He
year of which an account has been kept by the
was taken in a wagon to Holton, and
ents had been reduced.The peraona arrt stoffice of internalrevenue. These results are $23,156,162 of silver issued for fractional curcriminal career with the greatest combelieved to be largely due to those provisions rency redeemedand destroyed, and $13,464,569 _J had committed every variety of offense
thence to Muskegon by oars for medical
of law whioh were iuteuded to give to thi Gov- of silver issued in lieu of or in exchange for known to tho Postal laws, and 172 of tho num- posure and cheerfulness,withont any assistance, but died almost immediately
ernment a general control over the movtoents currouoy, making a total of $36,620,732. Upon ber were transferredto the State courts to be apprehension for her future. She has
after reaohing
an official estimaleof $8,083,573fractional car- tried for burglaries of postofflees,highway robof raw or leaf tobacco, regulatingit«
committed about fifty jobberies, amountCornelius Cole, a young mm of Kalfer and shipment, and preventingits beifil sold rency lost in circulation, there may be still is- beries of mails while in transit,murder of ing to severalthousonddollars, spendinf
sued, before the limit of $50,000,000is reached, mail-drivers, etc. Many cases of alleged imamazoo,
in a fit of insanity rushed home
$10,269,061in exchange for fractionaland proper sales of postage stamps were investi- the money, as she says, in living one
suddenly, and, flourishing a large knife,
$3,110,206
for
cuneucy
obligations.
dressing
well
and
going
to
the
theaters,
gated, and Postmastersremoved for that cause,
tax-paid. The Commissioner
The whole number of complaintsof lost regis- giving her mother a small sum each week. threatened the lives of the family, who
anoe of these features of the said law is necesTHE ARMY.
tered letter during tho year was 2,289, with a Her youth and artlessnessof manner fled from the house. He then cut a
sary to maintain tho presentamount of receipts
reportedaggregate value of 654,410, of which
from said
ws
have enabled her to gain free admission gash in his foot, and, filling a glass with
What Gbn. Sherman’sRei ort Shows.
714 letters were recovered,and 216 valued at
“The manufacture of perfumeryfor exporthe blood from the wound, sat in the
The annual report of Gen. Sherman shows 610,510accounted for by the recoveryof their to dwellingsat all times on various pretation is a largo and growing interest. About
parlor and drank it. He waa discovered
2,5000 barrels of aloohol are used in this busi- that on Oct 12 the regular army was com- contents from person* who had stolen them, or texts, and many people who have enterin
this condition, and, finally, being
through
whose
carelessness
they
were
lost
tained
her
can
hardly
believe
that
she
ness, all of which are imported and withdrawn
posed of:
overpowered, waa taken to jail to await
withont payment of duty, and used in the mancould be guilty of the thefts.
ufacture of perfumeries in bonded manufac- Oenonl officer* ...... ......................... 11
proper action.
Oeneral staff officer* ...........................
50A
tno year,
is aoout ouo-muotu
tories, and finallyexported free of tax or duty.
Lock of the Lorillard Brothers
flospital stewards ..............................
186
The following is a list of patents isUnder existing laws, Americanaloohol can not Engineer battalion ............................199 of 1 per cent, or one in every 5,000 registered
A
fresh
interest
in
turf
matters
was
sued
to Michigan inventorsfor the week
letters
sent
through
the
mail
Many
of
tho
be used in tho business without payment of Ordinanceenlisted men .......................346
tax, and there is no provision of law authorix Enlisted men of staff corps ....................731 losses occurred through unavoidable causes, aroused in this city by the great oontes
ending Nov. 20, 1877: Pipo elbow
ing a drawback upon the exportationof goods Oava)rj offigfrSrtfor tan regiments... ......... 439 such as railroad and steamboat accidents, fires, at Baltimore between Ten Broeck, seaming machine, G.‘ Choate, East Sag..;...
.T7.
....... 7,911
so manufactured.I see no reason for this dis- Enlisted men. ....
etc. P T- i
<
'p|
Parole and Tom Ochiltree. The victor r inaw; frictiongearings, Daniel H, MerOavahy...; ............................
.......8,350
criminationagainst American distillers."The
ArtUUrv officers, for five regiments ............ 284
of Parole over the staunch Western ritt, Marquette; preparing matches for
Got. Morton’s Disease.
Commissioner, therefore, [respectfully recom- Enlisted men ........ ..........
.2,321
champion, Ten Broeck, was a fittin dipping, Peter Beer, Detroitjfarmgates,
mends that an act be passed authorizingthe
.1005
The physician who predicted,thirteen
close to one of the most remarkable recC. Mosher, Oassopolis;mill stone
withdrawal of alcohol withont payment of tax, Infantry officers, for twenty-fiveregiments. .3, 877
years ago, Senator Morton’s death exactto be used by manufacturing pen nm ran in the EKHMpInien.
(ft
... - .8,778
ords ever made by a turfman, in a single driven, John Planck, Constantine;
.........
9,658 ly as it occurred,describes the way in
production of goods for export, under such reseason. At the spring meeting at plows,, J. A M.Bich, Hastings: wheelwhich there are reported as non-com- which the Senator received the predicstrictions as to prevent fraud and protect the
Jerome Park, at the Long Branch Julv barrows, Wm. H. Stevens,Coldwater;
unattached to regiments,Mill*
rights of the Government \
tion. “ Well,” he said, after being quiet
(signed.
Invtian
meeting, at Saratoga at Jerome Par
whip sockets and line holden, Aug.
“ It has been found that, in some portions
a little while, “I fear, doctor, there is
of the country,match manufacturers have put
again in September and October, an
Smith, Pinckney;bar beaten, L. T.
more the matter with me than I have
up matches in boxes containingso great a numfinally at Baltimore,Mr. Pierre Loril- White, Eaton Rapids; coffee and peanut
been aware of. Tell me what you think
ber as to facilitatefrauds upon the revenue by
lard’s horses have captured nearly every roasters, O. L. Hall, Yprilanti; labels
reuse of stamped boxes. I respectfully recomof my case, of the danger to lifo, of the
prise for whioh they have been entered. Geo. G. Steketee,Grind Bapids.
mend that a law be passed limiting the number
possibility of recovery. ’ I did so; I told
During the season it has been the conof matches to be contained in a single box to
him frankly that his disease was one
500.
stant remark that if Pierre Lorillard
from which none, or almost none, recov“I recommend legislation upon the followshould start a goat, he would win, so
ered; that it was one which was almost
ing additional points: First, that a retail liquorconstantly have his odors been first atf till boys and girls.
dealer be authorized to dose out his stock
always, sooner or later, fafal I saw
His ---name head, the,
jeara
the winning-post Hit
without incurring a wholesale liquor dealer’s
from his face that it
»wfnl blow
list of winners of the
tax; second, that a bona-fidemortgagee of
to him. But in a few moments it was
spiritsshould bo authorised to aril and deliver
amount of his winnings is upward a
over, and his face was as placid as any
the same under mortgsge to any person quali4,952 distilleritfswere registered and 4,510 op-
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Sweet Chestnut.

careful study of the figures thus far furn-
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THU SILVER BILL.

fifths the cost of

at

about

the iniquityinvolved in destroying the

The exhaust-

fairly

ive discussion of this subject still in pro-

shown them

was something more grave than

our Drug Store and get a trial
Dr. King's Hew DUoorei'y, free of
charge, if you are suffering with a Cough,
Cold, Aathmn, Bronchitis,Consumption,
loss of voice, tickling in the throat, or anyaffection of the Throat or Lungs. This is
the great remedy that is causing so much
excitement by its many wonderful cures,
curipg thousands of hopeless cases. Over
one million bottles of Dr. King'* Neva DUeatery have been used within the last year,
and have given perfect satisfactionin every
instance. We can unhesitatinglv say that
this is really the only sure cure for throat

of the legislativepowers. With over two
shape of bonds and currency,all of which
was then redeemable in either of the metals

comprising our double standard, the act
rendering unserviceable our accumulations

of

silver coin,

and our prospectiveyield

of silver bullion,was a mammoth fraud
upon the people. A review of the circumstances attendingthe demonetization

Cherry.

mined

The

precipitated upon the

House

at the

Inquire at the

.......$*

igult Waited, 113,000

00
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Philadelphia,red ...................$
Mammouth cluster, black ...........8
ftwjf* • Thornlrea, black .......... 800
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a 00
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Lawton Blackberry ................
9
Kittatlnna Blackberry ............. 8
Wilaon’s Early Blackberry ......... 4

Lowell Hurseries.
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Ing Frnlt and Fruit Trees In Michigan, and carefnlly
its

studying Its wonderftit variety of soil

and

climate,

labors, and feel that the Treasury should and alsa most of the popular varieties of Fruit
have the exclusive benefit arising from the grown here, we are with this experience, selecting
conversion of silver bullion into a legal and cultivating such varieties as we believe are
best adapted for cultivationin this State.

coin. With

tender

“

Winches

these changes the

»

are also testing and have fruited most of the

12 to 18

twice transplanted ...... 1 00
Inches for hedges .......... 15c.

new varietiesof Fruit that aro now claiming popuSAVIN JUNIPER.
number promiaeto be val- 18 Inches high, transplanted ...... M)c
But the advocatesof gold resumption will uable, and we are yearly adding to our list such 10
“ rooted layers ....... joc.
listen to no compromise on the question varieties as we believe will prove profitable to
DECIDUOUS TREES.
of a double standard, and have had the Fruitgrowers;and will furnishthem toourens* European mountainash, 0 to 8 feet 50c
tomers at very reasonable prices.
very heavy ash 8 to 10
1 00
indecency to attempt to extort from the
American
“ 6to8
50c
We believe that Fruit trees grown In this State Weeping mountain ash, flue ....... 1 oti
President a pledge to nullify the acts of
will endure transplanting better, make a better
4 Yf1* verr heavy A bushy 3 O)
the legislativebranch by a veto. Day af- growth, and make better orchard trees,than will
willow kilmarnock ........ i 00
new American ..... l 00
ter day have they reiterated the statement those brought from a distance.
American Elms, 6 to 8 feet...
40c
that no silver bill could pass the Senate
And besides this, in planting out home grown European Larch 4 to 5 feet Trans'-

maximum of

practicability

and

relief.
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President In

rude shock.
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Scientific American.
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cure.

Price,IS Centt per Package.
Sold by all Drugglata, or sent by Mall,
on receipt of Price.

NlW

H0XI3, we make tho following special offers:

NEBEKER

Special Offer, No, l.— Upon receipt of only
we will send Tine Crickkt on me
mea urn for fonr mf nths on trial, and one pair of

A CO.t Prop9$t

Utitiad Wnrorth8U., PklladslpUa,h.

25 Cents

E.

at

Special Offer, No, 2,-For one Threc-cent
Stamp wo will send a specimenconv of T11 a C’mcKrr
Jm* HKART,f- and • »JPy *>i a beam 11I

The Celebrated

1 1

SS! AddlS! ^

Cnt

F-jlJjfFTONA

CO., 245 Broadway, New York.
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“The

1,roffcri*d KIbs,”
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OIST

ALWAYS

ID

HSjA-irT
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WLEicnm

HEROLD,

No. 68 Canal Street.

Eighth Street, City or Holland
Washington,

GRAND RAPIDS, . . MICHIGAN.
A Complete assortmentof Children's and Infanta*
shoes for fall and winter, and a fall line of
Ladies’ and Gentleman4* wear.

lochkoffplan ; another estimate is about
instead of

one. An
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electric light

which doea not, accordingtotbe accounts,

The finest Eestaurant
Cherries.

in the City.

CALL AND SEE

appear to be constructedon the Jabloch-
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koff plan, tested in practical service, at

Free Lunch'every
Each. Hundred.
*5c. $20 90
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WORM POWDER

boor per limp, on the Jab-

twice as much, but perhaps refers to

lamps

Thirty-Five Grata per Box.

^ EARLY BIRD

Illustrated

cost of the carbons is said to be leas than
five cents per

Metj

HEARTH.
W-col

TROCHES.

They, will immediately correct a sow
•fanacn. check vomiting and heartburn;
I core doknern or pain in the stomach,
eortivenem, liver complaint, headache,
eta Being pleasant, safe and harmlem,
| ^•wtterore for Infknta suflbring from

time to subscribe for the

paw.
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elegant French Oil Chromos, free.
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estimate in different experiments virying Osband Summer,
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Std.

cost of using the electric light, figures of
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All Kinds of Spectacles.
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Permanently cored In every instance
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Goods.

Early Crawford, Late Crawford, Barnard.

5 to 8 feet

appears to be
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Jii

Each. Hundred.
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The Electric Light.
It

Block

DTSPEPI

Any persdn who has made a new discovery or invention, can Ascertain,free of charge,whether a
patent can orobablybe obtained, by writing to the
undersigned. Address for the paper, or concern
Ing
& CO.,

*30 00

eral. Something will have to bend or

fl

in

now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
2f •jeataandBan“K«8- By promptness and fair
dMling they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.

The people’s favorite Literary and Family Journal.
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m^ent

MEAT MARKET

Watches, Clocks,

Coral A Whitneys,So. 20.
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0.rKHn,zed Plat "ear the M. L. 8. depot at
«««Pt Lots l A 2 which are $300 each.
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break goon. In Washington the Republi-
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Branch Office,Co. F A 7th Htff
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already compelled to go into winter quar-

cans have regained control of the Senate,
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u 1/

patents.

Jewehy & Fancy

momemtarily exacted from
Erzeroumand Plevna. Tbe season is so
far advanced that some of the troops are

suspense created by the crises is very gen-

$17.'»

Apply to,

DEALERS IN

ant news is

France the situation is unchanged and the

Block G, West Addition

the SclenThe stand Is one door west of G. J. Havcrkate *
i1?® Ajperlcau. Messrs. Munn A
Co. are Solicitorsof American and Foreign Patents, Son’s Hardware Store.
W. BUTKAU,
and have the largest establishmentin the world.
,
J. VAN*ZOKREN.
Patents are obtainedon the best terms. Models of
Holland. Jnly 14. 1878.
new Inventionsand Sketches examined, and advice free. A rpeCial notice is made In the Scienifle American of all Inventionspatented thr ngh
this Agency, with the name and residence of the
PBteutee Public attention Is thus directed to the
or£noffec“!dneW P*‘ent, and sales or Introduciion

repulsed with considerable loss. Import-

the purpose of

R

6,

.^fi8 2' I’ 5 and ’jn B,°ck H. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.

P
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Civil,
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allowed at

Sweet,

last,

have been made at several places in the
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thS cheap'

FOR SALE.
Si*
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eludes prepayment of postage. Discount to Clubs
and Agent*. Single eppiea ten .cents.Sold by all
Newsdealers. Remit by postal order to MUNN A
CO , Publishers, 87 Parle
New York

Apples.

with this exceptionthat Turkish attacks

the new army created
checking Mehemet AH’s
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PAGES.

man,

& Hrey
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for

A splendid stock of best market varieties.
Fallwater, Wagener,
Northeni Spy, Greening, Golden riniset,
Peck a Pleasant, Beeknofatber, Bambo Snow,
S2den’ JeSw,ck wdHn, Strawberry,
D.OIdenborg,Red Astrachan, Primste, 1
rlZVh- . Sweet Bough, Golden Sweet,
lulman
Green Sweet.

war news this week leaves the
as It

price, qu«jl^conskS?f,makes

t nS‘,p»a,K!r«KU'),,!ihed- For clubs of ten, with
$10 cash, we will send an extra copy free. Address
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same
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situation almost the
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Lot 9, Block F, Lot

10c.

hundred rates.

now turned to

which at present is overwhelmedby polit
ical maneuvring.

latest

It In the light
?®,,d®' counsel or, and friend. Its news, edi-

IN TEE WORLD,
ONLY $8.20 A YEAR, INCLUDING POSTAGE
WEEKLY. 52 NUMBERS A YEAR.

40 O)
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on Delivery.
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the outcome of this bill in the Senate, but
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M. D.
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devoted to a bullion fund until they swell
to $5,000,000. All eyes are
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ability.

purchase

coin not less than $2,000,000 nor more than

each month, the
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DECIDUOUS SHRUBS.

palccd in their hands,

of silver bullion at the market price, and

$4,000,000

S-.

.KT?*e®ADcdajrfd,,,?n of lhe Rnn
eight pag.r
Sf
K'|X C0,Un‘nI8- While giving the news
conU,n8 * 1m»® »niountof liter
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will solicit orders foi our Stock, and all orders

$5,000,000 in paper
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will

bill

system of coinage. It empowers the Secretary of the Treasury to use not over

YORK.

the

^
60c.

our own trade.

is (

^a,nal ,aid K"tate’ ln which to
10 U* for «“®i“tl°n and ad-

under consideration Our growing stock now cover* over forty acres .SZX'u Jal™ica, scarlet;WtiqUia. Rosea and table, and Minora : New and Interesting Facts in
and is yearly increasing, yet when an unusual de- fttb-H.. WM' Prnn folia, Lanceolata. ard Agriculture, Uorticulture, the Home.Hedth,Mediand promptly voted down all amendments
mand is made for some particular variety it some- Bsjlardl, Deu/zia, Gracilis and Plena Flora- 0 ^tro^omy etc.80 01106' Naluni1 Ul8t0ry. Geollimiting the legal-tenderpower of the times becomes exhausted, when we purchase to sup- SyUiga, Sweet; Snow Ball; Lilac Siberian ; FlowerWfl Almond, white and red; Enon mue; Yellow
the most valuablepractical papers, by eminent
white coinage. An amendment by Sena- ply the deficiency so far as we can, but only from Harrieon 22ms— all at 35 cent* each. Uerbaeou* writer* In all department*of Science, will be found
n the bcientlfic American; the whole presented
fteonaaa, fragrant varieties, 80 cents each
tor Allison, which will probably be reliablenurserymen.
n popular language, free from technical terms, 11Chinese Wistaria,(climber,) 40 cents; Climbing
Mr. George Souter and his brother, F. Boater,
ustra ted with engravings, and so arranged as to
adopted, will put an end to the present
^ cen,,; Tree p®oo',l’ *nki* in ter eat and Inform all dasies of readers, old and
took the

K*r,e' Pentecost Abboti.

{u8tmenthCirC ^mH

„ planted ..........................
40 00
European Larch Iff to ISlnches.. **
5 00
tion will be avoided. Having this faith in the real Sweet Chestnut 5 to 8 feet, transplanted .................
valne of home grown trees and plants, we are
85c. to 40c.
Catalpa, 5 to 8 feet, .......
60c. to $1 00.
making every effort to grow all the stock needed

action of a few days ago their calculations

must have received

('°mm,8«,onersor\ Claims In tlm
vnd eU tnonths flrom the
?(21n,^rAAvD- WTLhif* been
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-__
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wtah to announce to the people of Holland,
.
........75c.
and all Frnttgrowere on the Lake Shore, that
used to an unlimited degree in the disSCOTCH PINE.
our Block of tree* and vines for spring sales cancharge of all private and public obligations, not be excel led in their vigorous healthy growth and 3 to 4 feet, twice transplanted. ... 60c.
4 to
7*/ [ |
but retained the present regulations giving sonnd well ripened wood; and while we aie very 5 to 8
ISlnches,
free coinage to all bullion offered at the thankful fer their liberalpatronage, we shall spare
BALSAM FIR.
no effort to retain thetr confidence in the future.
mints. Conservativeadvocates of remon2 feet, transplanted twice ......... 50c.
After
an* experienceof sixteen years In grow
etization are free to admit that the Gov-
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Green Prolific ................ 1
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were so sweeping as to
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J. E.
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surprise the friends of the white metal.
It not
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The Bland bill went triumphantlythrough,
its provisions

-
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avalanche of financial measures

ization of the extra session showed the
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Gooseberries.

to restore the utility of silver to the

utmost degree permittedby their contracts
with their creditors.

Martha.

50

show the influence of the foreign and lung affections,and can cheerfully
recommend it to all. Call and gel a trial
bondholding class, but it is doubtless bottle free of charge, or a regular size for
largely due to that interest.Acting upon $1.00. Wm. Van Putten, Holland City,

Michigan.
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White Dntch, White Grape, Doa. Hundred
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$8 (-0
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....
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similar estimate of the comparative cost of
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manufactory, is a
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back, and moreover this

The Pope was photographeda

few

Or ten blast furnaces within the limits
of Pittsburgh seven are in operation.
Their combined capacity is one hundred

last picture.”

to Kansas on

sciecied last night, will go

HkreaftkrJ. O.

Tuesday next to “see how the land lies.”

Doesburg's drugstore

and sixty-four thousand tons

Sunday from 8 to 10
the forenoon, and from 4 to 5

of our readers to o’clock
the change In the time-table on the Chica- o’clock
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Donker arson
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-

by the Sheriff.
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day, and there is a
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west Nearly twoNew

Great Redaction
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Prices of Cloaks.

crop of cane sugar

have been sent west

yea

In fifteen years, more than 12,000 persons

have lost their lives by tbe wrecking of
English vessels.

Wm. Vekbeek, P.

Victor Hugo declined to receive a visit
from General Grant. The general was too
much of a German and not enough of a
gentleman

to suit

The

the poet.

Victor

Handsome plain Beaver Cloaks $.400. Beautiful trimmed Cloaks $5.00. Heavy
Raritan Beaver Cloaks $4.00. All wool Beaver Cloaks $9.00. The handsomest line
of Cloaks from $10.00 to $25,00 in the city.

Great Bargains from Auction in Felt Skirts, Ladies Woolen
Sacques, Fancy Nubias, fancy Hoods, Ac., Ac.

didn’t want the spoils in this case.

M.

There are rumors that the Providence
Elegant line of Ladies’ & Gentlemen’s Merino Underwear at 50c. Children’s fine
Tool company will stop making rifles for Merino Underwearat 40c. 5,000 pair children’s Fancy Hose, warranted all wool
12^c. a pair.
Turkey, because of the difficulty of getting
pay, and that a vessel loaded and ready to

Mulder have

Thanksgiving Dat was duly observed.

built

sail from

quite an addition to their butter tub facto- Religious services were held in most all of

soon as satisfactory arrangementsfor shipping the

ry and intend to slart up as

the

New

York

company on

is

being kept back by

A large

that account.

was given in
the evening by the Rejrecca Lodge, which
was not very well attended, owing to a

act of

prevailing snow storm.

It

was presentedby Representative Rainey

of

South Carolina, and, after affixing his

the churches,and a festival

stock can be made.

Mr. J. Duursema has

new

Orleans of the

Wreck Regis-

the sidewalks of all the principal streets Elliot, I. G. Willtslon.

&

being held In

thirds of the entire receipts thus far at

were wholly lost

city.

is

greater favor in the

Master John de Boer deserves the
List of letters remaining in the Post
community for his in* office at Holland, Mich., Nov. 29, 1877:
genlous way of clearing the snow from C. C. Nichols, Martin Morrcsey,F. 1.

Messrs. Purdy

out eight 250 Heavy Beaver Shawls $4,00. One case of extra heavy and fine Beaver Shawls
$7.00, cheap at $9,00. Also Bargains In Paisley Shawla.
ready sale for them.

Louisiana sugar

praise of the whole

in the

now taming

hundred and twenty-five kegs of nails per

Tue main
last.

nail-works at Birdsboro, Berks

county, Pa., are

iu the afternoon.

tlie

Great Bargains in Black and Colored Cassimeres, Slack Alpacas, Black and Colored Silks.

a year.

will be open every

We

0

,000 yards of fine Alpaca, tn all the desirable cloth shades 15c, worth 85c.
yards handsome Mattelese Dress Goods for 22c, worth 80c. 2,500 ykrdi a
w ide and heavy Pera cloth 25c, worth 85c. Beautiful Knickerbocker
Saltings 19^c. Elegant all-wool Dress Goods 45c.

‘warms’ me every day!”

sary, and he wrote under the portrait,uMy

ever

this d^yThe greatest Bar-

f*

“My mother,” yelled one (0
the boys. "Your mother?'* “Yes, she

weeks ago. Three attempts were neces-

A coMHirraic, which was to hive been

arrived.

»»!»*/ iojv»u»
naiuioo* friend?”
uiouut onnvu
Who
is your warmest
asked .

the teacher.

one column on

our ngtieultural interests.

BARGAINS kve

thrown^ themajket
gains

i

iheN&lh page set apart for the special ben*
of

capacity

liar be-

two or three thousand miles away.

Oun

a

erected iu an Allegheny manufactory.

Maj. Keuo
hind

counts.

will have

of sixty horse shoes per minute is being

Mr. Mel. Fuller has

country without settlinu up UU ac-

EIQ

T. Keppel’s new building,intend-

for a cider-vinegar

most completed.

left the

Om

year 15,000,000 bush-

this

els of apples.

Mr.

iecQ
City was beftchc

nrdstand raised

shipments.

its
US usual grain

sold his share in

ren’s Sacques,

Mu. Hayes

signed this

weex the

Hoods, Child-

line of Ladies’ Sacques, Nubias, Scarfs,

first

&

Congress since he became president.

lies. Handkerchiefs,New Collars

New

Cuffs, Ruchings, &o.. Ac.

3,000

5

Ladies’ Collors Embroidered
cents each.
The weather has undergone a remarkasignature, Mr. Hayes presented the gold
sold his share In the stave factory to Mr. ble change in the last few days Irom a
pen with which he wrote it to Rainey.
Kotters. We hope Mr. Duurama will %ur- black, rainy, foggy siege of several days
prise our citizens with a new enterprise.
Gen. Joseph Johnston saya that Gen. New StylMpf^SUJk^Biyw^IfewgjUg^ of ^Kjid Glove* in
duration it changed on Tuesday night last
into a genuine snowstorm. This change Longstreet’s description of the Gettysburg
Work on the Hudson River Tunnel,
fight is the only satislactory one that baa
virtuallycloses our navigation.
which was begun on the New Jersey shore
Our stock is so large that it would be impossible to mention every article, and ell
ever appeared.Gen. Longstreet has reover three years ago, only to be interruptwe ask is an inspection of our Goods, as we feel confident that our pricee are as low
H. W. V krbkkk & Co. have concluded
ceived approving letters from officers of
as any in tbe Slate.
ed by long and vexatious litigation, is to to finish off inmedlalelythe second floor
high rank in both the Northern armies.
resumed about the 1st of December next. of their new building,on the corner of
Mr. Kenyon has received itis new safe.
Ninth and River streets, for a public hall.
the store and stock to Mr. Gringhuis, and

A

F.

fire broke out in the dwelling

This is in the nick of lime, whereas, since

Govert Keppel, in the Village of Zeeland
on Monday morning last, destroying
premisesand with
land’s old

it

»ur last fire

we have had

to gel along

tut one.

landmarks. The property was]

Mr.

E. J. Harrington commenced buil-

ding an addition

to his store this

week im-

LU

than tbe old one, and

it

I
*

once placed

in his

Jas.

Ten Eyck, at-

shylocks”

and

their hired organa,

ti

feet. The

the same building.

immense stock of ready made

otblng he has recently purchased neces-

premium on gold remains quite steady at
about 102^ to 108. Don’t these facts
not injurious.

No

its bright side after all.

which

ture

upon the

straight democratic ticket

from various parts of the

state,

,

.

width in widest part six and

stamps Capt. Brandt as

We

must chrouicle

a

a first-class sailor.

new

feature in oar

religious services in this city.

Union

ser-

On Thursday afternoon,

of last week

while about five miles southeast of Mil-

knocked
overboard by the maimboom, and before
a boat could be lowered sunk from sight.

day last of both the Methodists and the
in

the evening in the Methodist Church. Deceased was a Norwegian, 30 years old,
Prof. Crispell will occupy the pulpit of and shipped from Chicago,where it is sup-

Rev.

Wm. M.

Coplin

on

next Sunday posed he resided.

a

0. B. K. VAN RAALTE,
dealer

NEW

in

From

all the

'O-

is

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

J.

New

.....
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BOOST & SON,

I will be pleased to see oil my old customers and as many new ones as will favor ms

Where

If Sam’l J.

which 609 were colored and the

with scan.
A new Stock si

Diy Goods,

united Geo. B.’s

refuses to give his companion’s conscientiously inauguratedand resolutely

-

Corner Ninth and River Street.

States contiguous to

Mack.

-

I

Burned pat by the late Flm I hsvs re-opened in
the store formerlyoccupiedby

Jersey “McClellan clubs” will pour into Of the neateet*tjrle»and beat qaalitlaawhich I
•Cor cheaperthan as; body aliaTrenton In January next to witness the inaugurationof Little

-

STANT)T

G. Van Patten.

Boots and Shoes

genuine human foot

magnetismwith his own,
evening.
Forney in a letter to Hie Tbe Phila- acknowledged skill as tbe most compliOn Monday night, about 9 P. M. at delphia Press says. The republicanparty cated and comprehensive wire-pulling,
Grand Rapids, Ed. Moran, engine- wiper has only to bide its time and to place full he’d be president in 1880 in spite of reon the Grand Rapids and Indiana road, confidencein PresidenceHayes, and if it turning boards and such. But Sammy is
while walking on Canal Street, near the does not succeed in the next presidential a trifle clammy. He Isn’t what Wattereon
bridge, was shot by one of two young election it will have so modified the other calls Hayes “a good mixer.”
men whdm be jostled against. The ball party as to make all future administrations
The directory of Charleston, 8. C., pubpassed through Ids right breast. Fred of the government faithful interpreters of
lished in 1875, contained 8,210 names, of
Dennis, one of the young men, was arrest- tbe wholesome and patrioticpolicy be so
ed. He

strictly to the letter.

its

waukee, Nels Nelson, ono of the crew of clearly indicating that tbe petrifaction

vices were held in tbe forenoon of Thurs- the schooner O. R. Johnson, was

2nd Ref. Chnrch in Hope Church, and

a half Inches,

weight twelve pounds and six
ounces. The veins are distinctly marked,
and

All our goods are marked in plain figures from which there will be bo deflation
under any circumstances,which saves time, gives fair treatment to all. The above

and colored rule will be carried out

Augustus Converse, a baggageman on men were also chosen to connty officesin
the Chicago and Michigan Southern road, several instances on the same ticket.
4capt. Chas. Brandt arrived safe and
was struck on the head, on Tuesday mornsound with his schooner Banner on WedA pertrifledhumam foot has been found
lug, at Muskegon, by a bridge, while paspesday morning, after weathering a severe
, ,
,
in a Des Moines coal mine, sixteen feet
rain and now Sturm on tbe preWnua da'U"* on hl* “r- CaUal"g ‘uj“rle8 tt"m
below tbe surface, and embedded in soft
and night. Tn come in aafe and aonudF^h 110 ditd »lx hl,urii ’,,u-'rw“rd- He
slate.
Its length is ten and a half inches;
leaves a wife in Big Rapids.
with a teow after such terrible weather,

-

business.

less than

three negroes were elected to the Legisla-

show that the protpecta of more silver are

RAPIDS, HIGH.

Customers will please take notice of our system of doing

The recent election in Mississippihas

sitated the enlargement of storeroom in
to display it.

GRAND

torney at law, has established his office in

mediatelywest of the present one of 24x46
In spite of the wailing cry of the “gold

WURZBURG,

Oor. Canal and Bronaon Street,

Wednesday last. Mr.

at

W.

.

new temporar,
bank building, which he occupied on

with- was

vanishesone of

well insured.

It is a little larger

Hats & (Japs,

Makes Custom Work a

Groceries,

Crockery,
Flour A Feed.

Specialty.

Etc., Etc.

D B

K.

VAN RAALTE.

The Goods are

CROCKERY!

rest white.

first-class

PBICES AEE LOW.

A new directoryjust published contains
maintained.
name. Moran will die.
o ------12,706 names, of which 8,984 are colored
A prompt deliveryfree of charge, can
From and after this date, I be relied upon.
The fireman’sfestival on Wednesday Caft. Eads says: “There is a genuine and 8,722 white. A census compiled from
evening last, was exceedingly well man- tnd genersl alarm in New York and the informationobtained in making the direcintend to devote to this line of
aged and proved a decided success. other seaboard cities,lest the success of tory shows that Charleston has 52,569 inSEE.
habitants, of whom 25;982 are white and trade the necessary attention,
Quite a number of ladies accompanied the jetties will take from them the greatG. VAN PUTTEN.
26,587 colored: bnt the white adult males
their husbands and friends to the room of est portion of their grain trade, and they
and will keep on hand a com
Holland, Nov. 1, 1877.
outnumber
the black adult males by nearColombia No 2, in spite of the raging feel that the west and south are now too
plete stock of White Granite
snowstorm. Gee’s brass band furnished Important to be longer ignored. Feeling ly 700.
Sale.
the music and discoursedsome fine selec- this way they are qnlte likely to vote forand C. C. Ware.
A murder was committed on Saturday
tions, some of which showed a good deal ty-five millions of dollarsto the levees for
liberal deduction to
night last at the neighborring town of
of practice. The Oysters were first-rate, the purpose of putting the share of public
Joseph Taylor, CompUfnsit. 1
Oooperville. A man by the name of Corthose who buy sets or in large
and every body seemed well satisfied,and money to which tbe south and west arc
John 8. Weldon, Defendant. j
nells Beukema, being under the Influence
the firemen were not Mow In appreciating entitled where it will do tbe least possible
of liqaor, got into a quarrel with a con- quantities.
the estimation in which they are held by harm to the grain trade.**
stable by tbe name of Durham. This DurRockingham
Yellow ewy, inada In Um above entitled senee. on tb«
our citUeos.
An important preparation for the death ham did not want to have any thing to do
Ware in large supplies.
A, D. 1818, »t one o’clock. In
We call the attention of our fruit grow of the Pope was made last week, by the with him and left tbe place quietly. Beu-

-

W

CALL AND

Ghaamry

A

and

'

trees,

which are unsurpassed in their vari- as Camerleogo,or acting Pope, during

ety and quality of any amount ever offered
before to this

community.Mr.

he has

the interregnumbetween tbe death of

shown by planting orchards, and

cessor. He

is

07 years old, and

to be peculiarly well fitted to

with murderous Intent, and seeing
brother near tbe premises, mistook

ling,

his

for iris intended victim, and threw
::
ad,
thought tbe ase at b!m, striking him in the head,
of
Svhicb
injury
tbe
man
died
within
tb
perform the

Hosted’s Pius IX and tbe appointUKUt of bis suc-

identificationwith oar local interests— as

him

^

is

vaarwerk.

I

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

1875.

for

.

fald ‘

i?r

PEIENIX HOTEL

|

[

__

JAMES RYDER,

them—

difficultoffice of

Camerlengo. This

“i—''
:J:I

of-

Haven, In taid Connty, ^1, the

jubserfbw,a

Proprietor.

wt, to-wlt:
eleven (U),

Comment-

fnni
sags

hours1 Upon examination it was found
~
ought to be sufficient gnarrantdefor his ficer, who has great influence in tbe selec- thju be killed the wrong m.n.-.he
integrity and solidity as a nurseryman. tion of a new Pope, must have no ambi- Durhama looking a good deal alijte. What commontty can rely on the beat •ccommodnUone.
IU situation,netr the Chicagodepot, makes It the
The above ought to be sufficient teslifeony tious designs of his own, and, In fact, a makes matters worse, U, that Ibis young handiest and easiest hotel for the weary traveler.
JAMES BYDKft.
any mind to convince him that Mr. Camerlengo has never been known to elect Durham was his mothers only support.
Holland, August 1, 1877.
Hasted is the right man to buy from, and himself. He is expected, however, to Although the murderer was instantlyarfrom whom the Fruit growers Association watch the other Cardinals with Argus rested, it was difflcnltfor tbe authorities
miy Ibitb terjr T»h|»ble lessons. We are eyes, for, daring the Conclave, they are to keep him out of the hands of the infuriI will sell eighty acres of
Fills
happy W announct him aa a co-worker for treated as if capable of any crimes which ated populace. He was immediately tasoil, six miles from this city,
ken
to
Grand
Haven
and
lodged
in
Ver*
of this whole region would favor their own projects. Cardinal
the
and school house,
that fruit growing is Pecci is an ardent supporterof the teffi- planke’s hotel. After sobering np, young of this land is
whereas we
factors for the poral power and is entirely opposed to any Beukema pretendsto know nothing about
one of our
of this Colo- reconciliation with tbe great enemy— the ] it. But we don’t tiiink Judge Stone will
pnrohaaiitg laud to miike more of

|

o. J.

era to the advertisementof- Mr. Husted, College of Cardinals, in tbe appointment kema, knowing where Durham resided,
offering a display of fruit and ornamental of Cardinal Peed; Arobbishop of Perugia, took ao axe and proceeded to his dwel-

flftotrj

Building Sits Tor Sale.

JtANEiTH H3K

WINDOW.

very sense of horror which she felt at red a year ago to Budolf Aronach, one
the idea of her own untimely levity only of the best fellows in the world, and
hastened the explosion. A little half- they had taken up their abode in Hobosmothered rivules of laughter trickled ken, that most German of American
out; shame and fright only made matters towns. It was to the oelebration of
worse; the laughter became uncontrolla- their wedding anniversary that my
ble, hysterical, until the welcome sound mother had, after much hesitation, conof “ Let ’us pray !” enabled her to hide seated to go.
her blushing,agonized face.
“It is to be a very quiet dinner,”
Now I had again and again explained Georgie had said; “ but Rudolf has so
the circumstances to my mother, but it many friends who must be invited, that
was all in vain.
we have decided to give it at the Ger“If she had had a proper sense of the man Club instead of our own house,
solemnity of the place, she never would Which is much too small.”
have been tempted to laugh,” was all
“lam afraid it will be a very gay and
that she would say, adding, as her ulti- worldly affair,” sighed my mother; “ bnt
matunv “If ever you find me gambling, Georgie makes such a point of it that,
dancing, and laughing in chnroh, I will for her sake, I suppose I must go. But
give my consent; but, until then, it is remember, Frederick,if I see any signs
quite useless to ask me.”
of dancing, I leave at once, for that I
And, so saying, my mother terminated really can not countenance by my presthe argument by sweeping from the ence. There is a point beyond which I
room, leaving me to chew the cud of will not go.”
sweet and bitter reflections.How my
Of course I satisfied her with a cheermother’s objections were to be answered,
ful “ All right,*’ and she made her prepI confess that I oould not see; that she
arations with a sort of resigned equawould ever change her mind of her own
nimity edifying to behold.
accord, I knew her too well to imagine.
My mother was a handsome woman
Oould I inveigle her into a faro-bank
still,
in spite of her fifty years, with a
under pretext of a prayer-meeting,en-

,

DT CUARLU B. SHINN.
Maiden,down the moonlit vines
Let thy whisper softly creep,

Sweet as midnight's breath of pines,
Pure as liliesgroupedasleep.
All the fervors of the deep
Yearn and falter in my soul ;
The revealing,secret things,
Buried under Memphian wlngp,
Move me with a weird control.
All of dreamlandhidden lies
Ih the rapture of thine eyes :
And what olden empires fret >.
Ceaseless chorda of memory,
Or what happy ripples wet
Thy rich garments, by the sea,
In some cioudland, wide and free,
la not whispered, is not said,
By tbs wise stars overhead.

Dost remember when the beech
Bound thy perfect limbs did reach.
Ere thy days of human speech?
Ah 1 I doubt not Dian’s hiss,
When the fair yonth dreamed of bliss,
Just a flicker in the shade
Of your modest branches made ;
And you heard the crimpled fern
In its mossy hollows torn,
As the goddess, half afraid,
>

-

Lapt in summer’s endless smile ?
All the trainingof a queen *.
Lingers yet in step and mien ;
And the graceful,tingling beech
Wavers in your airy speech 5 . ,• »
And your motions, quickly, slowly,*
Are the woodlandnaiad's wholly.

Maiden of nnwhisppfodlore,
Hast thou
lotet be
beft>«
du never lotef
Did no fi
former ages fold
Lover's kiss
k
and rapturebold?
Then you have not'soundedclearly
the age’s essence nearly.
Yet thou seem’st a simple woman,
Warm and mortal, bright and human
Let a dewy rosebud glide,
And the starlit night divide.
Then my soul will understand
Yon forget the cloudy land,
And your olden spells resign
For the sake of love divine.
— Atfantus Monthly fm Dtcember.
All

;

t

MY

MOTHER’S OBJECTIONS.

gage her attention, and then bet in her
name, persuading her afterward that the
act was the effect of her own volition?
Hardly feasible; and, even if practicable,
how were the other miracles to be accomplished? My mother dancing! my
mother ' laughing in church ! Unless
she joined the Shakers, I oould not see
how the first was to be effected. As for
the last, monkeys might perch on sounding-boards and angle for clergymen’s
wigs, stray dogs might run amnek up
and down the aisles, with sexton and
Sunday-school children in fall cry after

them, bats might

flap

and clergymen

blunder, but I was quite sure that never
a muscle of my mother’s face would
“ There is no use in talking; nothing
cn earth will ever induce me to give my
oonsent,”
It was my mother who spoke, and I
eat silent, vainly endeavoring to find
flome argument which should induce
her to change her mind. Unless she
did so, the case, I knew, was hopeless,
for Helen, prond, beautiful darling that
she was, would never marry a man whose
family refused to sanction tbe match.
My mother was the best woman in the
world, too good for the world, I sometimes thought—too good, at leisi^ for the
world in which I lived, and to which I
had recently transplanted her from the
quiet New England Tillage in which she
htd lxTsdaU her married life. If yon
Inow anything of the rigid spirit which
prevails in those quiet spots of New En-

move.
With a sigh I gave up the problem at
last, and sallied forth, all unconscious
that fate was working for me in a case
where I was utterly helpless.

a week— a driving,
easterly storm, with occasional interludes of heavy, foggy weather, low,
gray skies, and a damp, raw air. My
mother’s chest being weak, she was debarred from all out- door exercises during
It had rained for

its continpance, and, sooth to say, the

time began to hang very heavily upon
her hands. Beading is all very well for
a time, bnt, when you have all your life
been a bustling notable housekeeper,
finding your highest pleasure in new
and reconditerecipes, in scrupulous and
gland where a stem Puritaniemrides frequent cleansings and punfyings of
rough -shod over all natural tastes and in- your domicile from cellar to garret, your
stincts, yon can, perhaps, appreciate the literarytastes are apt to rusk In a

force of mtv mother’s objections to my city boarding-house there is little oitbetrothed, Helen Leighton ; otherwise, let for energy in any housewifely direcyon must take my word for their co- tion. Therefore it was no wonder that

my mother soon began to stray about
donees; she gambles; she laughs the parlors with a forlorn and hopeless
in
*
expression,wistfully watching the variThese were the gronnds on which my ous groups, each deep in the mysteries
of casaino, Sancho Pedro, or such like
*gu
unwholesome diversion ; for cards just
then happened to be a mania with all of
•one, foremg her to acknowledge their us.
untenability. So far so good; but, as a
Suddenly, as I watched her on that
bit of whalebone springs back when the
especial evening, I saw her whole face
pressure upon it is relaxed, just so
light up as ahe paused beside a group of
surely did her mind spring back to the
four who were collected around a small
original point :
stand. Naturally I strained my eyes
“ She gambles; she dances; she laughs
and ears to learn what could have proin churph.”
duced that look of placid and profound
Dance ? of course she danced, like a
satisfaction; bnt my observations were
wave of the sea or a bubble of the air.
in vain, until one of this group, rising
Thanks to my Puritanical training, I
with an apology to the rest, politely ofhad no opportunity of learning the ait
fered his chair to my mother. He, beuntil my muscles had lost their youthful
ing a comparative stranger among us,
flexibility. Nevertheless,it was my deknew nothing of her peculiar ideas,
light to watch her graceful figure and to
which were no secret to the rest of the
catch the bright glances . which from
house. I saw the look of laughing distime to time ahe sent me as she floated
may exchanged among those who were
te

chmoh.”

Siast.

: >

left; then, to my unbounded amazement,
Gamble ? She played cards, as every- I saw my mother subside into the offered
•body does, which hardly constitutes chair. In another instant I understood
tgambling; but this was a distinction it.
which my mother would by no means
“ Dominoes 1” I heard her say, in a
, w
tone of satisfaction.“I have never
“Cards are cards,” was her line of played them since I was a child, bnt I
argument “It may be a shade worse was very fond of them then. You seem
to play for money, bnt, in either case, to be playing sdme new game of which I
Jhe principle is the same.”
do not know the rules; but, if you will
As for her laughing in church, who bear with my ignorance for a while, I
would not have laughed, under the cir- make no donbt that I shall learn them
cumstances, I should like to know ? You soon.”
The others, with, I fancied, a slight
see, her brother, Harry Leighton, was
gifted with a naturalist's tastes and in- hesitanev, began to instruct her in the
stincts. Blip and beetles, worms and laws of tne game. Soon I heard terms
iarvn, and all hideous flying and creep- flying freely— terms curiously familiar,
ing things, were to him types of beauty bnt strange end uncanny as proceeding
in its divinest essence. Now, on that from my mother’s lips/soft August afternoon, as Helen and
A |“ flush,” a “pair,” a “straight
Hany were crossing one of onr city flush ’’—what could it all mean?
parks on their way to church, his eye
“Ichip!” cried my mother's voice,
fell upon a specimen of the rare Dorcas in tones of wild excitement ; but—
brevis, which, by some miraculous
“Toolate!” cries another voice. “How
means, had strayed thither. How was many counters have you?”
it possible for him to resist capturing
“Twenty-five,”replies my mother,
J a prize? As he had come out un- blandly and nnsuspicionflly.
provided with the collector’ssupply of
Instantlya 25-cent stamp is laid upon
boxes, murderous drugs, entomological the
iuo uioie
oeiore ner.
one starts
sians back,
oacK,
table before
her. She
it with wild dismay. A horrible
pins, and such like, an empty envelope Jying
.........
aerved to confine it, and he had thrust it BUB.
suspicion creeps across her mind, and,
into his pocket. Unluckily,the envelope looking
looking around the table, she gasps,
was not flealed; the beetle, by no nfeans faintly:
‘ intly:
pleased with its incarceration, made its
“What—
playi
What— tcAaf
tetort have I been playing?”
•escape, and, being of an investigating
Amid a shout of laughter the answer
ac
'turn of mind, proceeded to burrow under reaches
caches her,
her.jUokenly,
brokenly, faintly,
faintly,bht,
bht, alas
Many’s garments. It is in vain to 6noly too intelligibly:
1
•deavor to preserve a calm and docorous
“Playing? Why, ‘penny ante,' to
demeanor, with mysterious daws bury- be sure. The
s were all in use, so
ing themselves in your skin in inaccessi- we have been playing poker with domible places. When to this is added the noes by way of variety.”
fear of injuring a rare and valuable
I must pass lightly over the tableau
specimen in your frantic attempts at re- which followed,or my tale will be too
capture, and, also the dread of attraot- long ; over my mother’s apologies, redngthe attention of clergyman and con- morse, tearful explanations; over her
gregation, Harry Leighton’s state of indignant refusal of the money; her fimind may be imagined. Ab for Helen, nal acceptanceof it uiider protest and
first die had gased upon her brother’s its subsequent dedication to the cause
wild contortions and grimaces with a of missions. All this I must leave to
mild wonder and alarm. The alarm was your imagiKatiou, and pass to the next

allow.

.

*

relieved by his whispered explanation of

!

scene.

Georgie had succeeded
efforts at

at last

in her

persuasion. Georgie Lenox

peoally in a place where to laugh was was my cousin, and my mother’s favordisgraced? The ite niece. She was married now-mar-

to feel herself forever

tall, finely molded figure, delicate,
clear-cut features, unblurred yet by
time’s ruthless touch, soft blue eyes,
and heaps upon heaps of snow-white
hair which glistened like spun silk
above her low, broad foiehead. I was
very prond of her as I looked at her that
evening in her sweeping dress of black
velvet, finished at throat and wrists with
soft falls of creamy lace. Dress and
laces had been my present to her
upon her last birthday,and she had accepted them with a mild rebuke of my
extravagance, and wore them with an
air of quiet protest, blended with subdued pride, which was charming.
Georgie’sfiction of the “quiet dinner”
had hardly imposed upon my mother, I
think. Nevertheless, I felt her cling
closely te my ami, with a stifled groan,
as we entered the one long room whion
then composed the entire second floor of
the German Club-house, with its polished floor and brilliant lights, and the
little curtained stage at the upper end
on which her eye fell first. There was
no danger to be apprehendedfrom that
quarter, however, as she soon found;
bnt scarcely less alarming, from her
point of view, was the array of many-colored glasses whicn clustered beside each
plate all the way down the three long ta“ What does it mean ?” she murmured
faintly. “Will they make me drink
wine? Oh, Frederick, take me home.”
I should not have done so in any case,
but it was already too late, for Georgie
had caught sight of us, and hastened
followed by one Herr Muller, a Gennan
of the stout, jolly, rubicund type, whom
she introduced to my mother as the son
of a German Protestant minister. My
mother’s face partially lost its look of
bewildered dismay at this item of news,
and she allowed mm to lead her to her
place without further objection.
I am afraid that at this point my attention wandered slightly from my mother, for Helen was there, the darling,
more beautifulthan ever in her draperies of pale blue and paler salmon, with
tea-roses and forget-me-nots nestling
among the ripples of her bonny brown
hair; with her pure proud, face, and her
dear, steadfast brown eyes, and the gentle, tranquil grace which, of all her
charms, was the one which had most at-

“ We are dancing the Polonaise,to be the
sure. Do hot be troubled; you do per- and
fectly well, I assure you.”

my

ibother waits for no farther
a gasp she wrests
her/hana quickly from the grasp upon it,
and mechanically retainingher hold upon her partner, she whirls him, too, out
of the ranks, and drops, a limp, collapsed heap, upon the nearest chair.
Helen and! disengage ourselves from
the line and hasten up to her. But consolation is in vain. She only raises her
tearful eyes to mine and murmurs,
“ Frederick, your mother will disgrace
both you and haxaelf in her old age:
First gambling, and now dancing. Oh,
Frederick,send me back to Nepoosnc
before I sink further 1” And covering
her face with her hands she bursts into
helpless tears, while her bewildered
partner looks on, unable to form the
slightest conjectureas to the meaning of
this remarkable scene.
Obviously there was but one thing to
be done, and that I do, by hastily consigning Helen to Herr Muller’s charge,
and leading my mother out of the room
as quickly and as quietly as possible.
But

encouragement. With

It is

Sunday morning—

the

Sunday

H

“Frederick,”said my mother, sekind enough to let
that subject drop? Because I was a
verely, “ will you be

cantankerous idiot and a self-opinionated
bigot, will you leave me no place for
repentance? I have had new views of
tiie fallibilityof human nature since

awom-

Dearly beloved brethren, the
Scripture moveth us,” repeated the
clergyman, in his full, rich tones.

Comfort for l/nrasy Stomachs.

That

incomparable anti-dyspepticcordial,
carminative and appetizer,Hostetler'sStomach Bitters, yields comfort to the uneasy stomach with a degree of promptitude most gratify
ing to the victim of indigestion. The eradication of dyspepsia by the Bitters is, of course,
accompaniedby the disappearance of every
one of its mnltlfarioos and puzzlingsymptoms, among which may be mentioned as the
most prominent, heartburn, flatulence,abdominal oppression after eating, and sinking
at other tunes, palpitations of the heart, water
brash, vertigo, sick headache and nausea.
Hostetter's Bitterstone and regulate the various organs whioh assist in the processes of
assimilation, secretion and evacuation,fortify
the system against malarious fevers, and develop in the enfeebled system fresh stores of
vitality.In efficacy,as in popularity, they surpass any tonic or regulatingmedicine of the age.

The Queen of the Oven.

A

breakfast-biscuit
or tea-roll mado with
Dooley's Yeast Powder is certainly the queen
of the oven— so light, white and delicious.
Yon lift it tenderly, break it open gently, spread
it daintily with fresh, sweet butter, waiting to
be nacions. After breakfasting on biscuits
made with Dooley’s Yeast Powder what man
wonld contemplate suicide, or grumble because
his wife asked him for money.

We have a larger sale for Hatch’s Universal Cough Syrup than for any other medicine of the kind. We have for sale all the old
standard remedies.None are in suoh demand.
Flint A Dayton, Friendship,N. Y.
Sold by J. Block! A Co., Chicago, III
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“

Captain Jinks of the Horse Msrlces;
I give my hone good corn and beans.”

FLORIDA HOMES

!

Location elected, fotfla tad bMlth/. Glow to B. R.
Stations and NorthernColonieo.Price ONLY $ 1 .25 PEB

Where on earth did it come from?
Not words, you understand,only a tinkle
of jig-a-iig-jig-jig,
jig a-jig-jig, curiously
irtHHSliHirT
near and distinct, and cnrionsly, horri- BOSTON
The boat family newspaper publkhed;eight /fos;
bly inappropriate to the occasion. I flfry.alx
columns
**
Perme— $2 per annum; clubs of eleren,$15 per
looked about in doubt and amaze; so
annum, in advance.
did everybody else. Had a lunatic strayed
ftFEClMEX COPY GRATIS.
into church that clear November morn-

Htttui

readinK.

or— Suddenly my gaze fell upon
my mother’s face — such a .scarlet,agonized face as it was— as her trembling
fingers fumbled nervously but vainb
ing,

MuticolSocietUi (hit Win Ur will ust

with the clasp of the prayer-book whici

she held.

My

eyes followed hers down-

me.
caught up a musical photograph
my mother and album, which was of precisely the same

Of course Helen knew nothing of the
state of affairs between

“Frederick,” said my mother at last.
“Yes, mother.”
“ Your Helen is a brave girl”
“lam glad that you think so, mother.”
“Do you think,” said my mother,
slowly, “ that she did it because I am
your mother, or because — ”
“I think,” said I, quickly, “that if
anything would have prevented heraloing it, it would have been the fadl 4bat
you are my mother.”
“And that you were present,” said
my mother, nodding her head sagacious“ I thought so. Frederick,we had
conversationtwo weeks ago—”
“ On dancing, gambling and langhing in church,” I suggested,as my mother
paused.

af-

ter my mother’s little escapade at the
German Club. The church bells are filling the air with music, church-goers
throng the streets, and still my mother
does not come. I have been waiting in
the ball for fifteen minutes, and already
the bell has ceased chiming and begun
to toll. I grow uneasy at last, and am
half way up the stairs,when I meet her
coming down. What has detained her?
How can I tell? A string has come off,
or a button would not fasten, or something of that sort. What do I know of
thevarions bnt trifling accidents of a
woman’s toilet ? She was ready at lost,
however; had caught up prayer-book
and muff, and hastened down to join me.
The service had begun as we entered
the church which my mother and I attended. Episcopalianism was not her
favorite form of worship, but she had
consented to go with me to that church,
fearing, I suppose, that otherwise I
would not go at all. Need I say that my
choice had been decided bj the fact that
Helen was a member (and a most devout one) of that church ? I considered
myself fortunatein having been able to
secure a pew exactly in front of that
which her fanuly occupied, and thither
we directed our steps. It was situated
well up in the middle aisle, and, as we
entered later than our wont, my mother,
who prided herself upon her punctuality, was somewhat flustered by the time
we reached it.

up,

tracted

leaping violet flames which quivered
flickered above the bed of glowing
coals.

BjJ. M. Chadwick, la
especiallyfor Choirs,

* having rather more than
one good Anthem or Motet for each Sunday of the year.
Just published. Music by Dr. Manger, J. M. Chadwick,
tad other favorite oompoeers. A good book for the easy
practice of Societies,f LOO ; or $9.00 per dot.

By L. 0. Kmerhas an adShe would have broken off our en- size and shape, never discovering the Emerson's Cions Boot SON,
mirable collecgagement in an instant, even at the risk difference nntil the fiendish thing began Uon of Sacred Choruses,and an equally large number of
Secular Ghorutea and Glees. All is of the i>est quality.
of breaking her own heart, had the to rattle out its rollickingtune at this A tirst-clossSociety book. $125; or $13 per dos.
horribly
inopportune
time
faintest suspicion of it entered her mind.
ByH.
“ Captain Jinks, of the Horse Marines.’
Fortunately my mother and she were not
8. Pkrkins.
“We have errred and strayed from has 96 Glow and 6 Soared Chorus©*,oil of the host,
likely to be brought into close contact
and
for the present. Even had they been, Thy ways as lost sheep.”
many anuiaolly attractive.A iirat-claaaSociety book.
It was all a confused Babel of sounds. $1.2o; or $13 per dot.
Helen would probably account for my
mother’s indifference on the ground of People stared, giggled,and wondered.
I By E. Toubjf.e, haa 75 fine Antheme and Choruses,and 26
her being still ignorant of onr engage- My mother in wrath, and agony, strug• Chante. Te Deama, Ac. Flnt>
gled
fiercely
with
her
infernal
machine,
cloia Choruo-Choirbook. $15 per dot.
ment, which was an affair of only a
month’s standing. As for me, I thought but to no end. The stopping part was
• ByW.O.PERit best to let things rest os they were un- out of order; the playing port was in
l.
”
jrfect condition. She thrust with Um beet and most entertainingcompoaiUon* from
pei
til the way should be cleared, of which horribly
my mother’s involuntary gambling hac it into the prayer-book rack, and the beginning to end. $1.60 ; St $13 JO per dot.
contact with the hard wood sent forth
already given me good hopee.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
The dinner was a thoroughly German the sounds with redoubled distinctness.
C. If. Dltaon & Co., J. D. Dltaon&Co.,
She
hid
it
in
her
mnff,
bnt
no
amount
of
affair. Servants, dishes, conversation,
84g Breadway,
922 Ohaatnnt 8tt Phfla.
music, all were German of the purest fur would muffle it. She threw it upon
Send
for Reduced Price-Listof
type. It was a little slice cut out of the the seat behind her, where it rattled
very heart of Vaterland, and set down away as merrily as ever. She was just
bodily fo the midst of an American town. about to sit upon it, when a hand was
My mother did not understand a word extended from the pew behind us — a
of German, but Herr Muller spoke ex- slender, delicate hand, faultlessly gloved
pale silver-grey. The hand closed
cellent English, and I was glad to see
that my mother was gradually becomtog over the box, and in another instant we
r.Aun
more and more absorbed in the conver- heard the sounds growing fainter
sation. When she found that her re- and fainter,as Helen sailed down
rio. Nervous
fusal to take wine provoked only a very the broad aisle, leaving a trail of
Mneretea MU+Uity-lhm
When worn li|?naratei
Physiclanaum and recommend it
mild surprise and remonstrance, her last melody behind her as she passed. Jnst
scruple melted away, and I was scarcely as, with a click, the Sir changed to
lAMWffrfer— highly reoo
surprisedto see her wildly waving her “ Champagne Charley,” the door closed
empty glass, and chanting with the rest behind them, and only the clergyman's
er-comforhi worn on horsethe musical “ Hocli” which is the Ger- voice broke tbe stillness which settled
0._ Discount to
O. D. Adman version of our unmelodious cheer. over the church.
faahlngton
I looked at my mother. The expresTo be sure, the toast which she elected
thus to honor was, “ Tothe health of our sion of agony upon her face faded slowly
$1.00
American friends now present,” bnt, as to a look of intense relief. She turned
no doubt pf .the propnety of her pro- her eyes upon me, bent toward me to Osgood's Heliotype Engravings.
ceeding crossed her mind, it would have whisper something,and— broke into a
The choicesthousehold ornaments. Price
perfectly audible laugh ! It was a laugh
been a pity to ehlighten her.
One Dollar each. Bend for catalogue,
Now there was a stir around the table. of sheer nervousness, without a particle
R.
Sr
The band, which had hitherto been si- of mirth in it, but a laugh nevertheless,
lent, struck up a march-like air. Each positive and uncontrollable. Laugh she
gentleman offered his arm to his partner must, and laugh she did until her face $1.00 B0ST0N’ MA8S- $1.00
and we moved around the room in a dig- grew scarlet and the team poured down
nified promenade,while the waiters en- her cheeks, and she was fain to hide her
tered to clear the tables and push them diminished head behind her muffout df the way. Bound and round we laughed until, in sheer despair,she was
went, my mother beaming with mild en- obliged te fairly flee from the church
joyment as she leaned upon her part- just as the congregation Yose for the
ner’s arm. Suddenly the measure “TeDeum.”
changes; .hand is linked in hand, and the
longline winds and waves, weaving itself
in and ont in graceful undulations. For
My mother and I sat for a long time
mother, in confusion and without speaking, on that memorable
, yields to the impulse. Sunday evening. She was calm and
TOBRCGO
Then a dreadful suspicion breaks upon
her roiqj, and ahe turns to her partner oent emotion still lingered upon ner race.
with the frenziedquestion:
I would not be the tot to broach one
“ What is it? Wiiat are we doing ?”
subject, the onlv one upon whioh I
“Doing, madam?” repeats Herr Mul- inctined to tain mat then: so we sat
ler, looking bland bnt slightly puzzled. rilentinil

me.
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DISCOVERY.

Memorable Beene In Cam-

bridge.
[London Telegramto New Jfork HeraldJ
A memorable event oocurred at Cam-

_

bridge, on Saturday last, which has
given rise to much comment and sor*
pr\Be that such a degree of intolerance
hL juld exiatin Eogland. On that day
the degree of Doctor of Civil Laws was
conferred upon OUarles Darwin by the
University of Cambridge. NotwithBtanding the illustrious rank which Mr,
Darwin has long held in the scientific
world, the clerical power has been
strong enough in the governing body of
the Universitiesof Cambridge and Oxford to prevent any honorary degree
from being awarded to him heretofore.
The capture of the honorary diploma by
Mr. Darwin was, therefore, regarded as
a great victory for the anti-clerical
party, and this fact has given, the occasion much interest that it would not
otherwise have had. Accordingly, on
Saturday, Mr. Darwin’s friends presented themselves in great force, determined
that the moral effect of a large represeninterest

of
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features of Darwin were immobile
as ston* ' No one present could detect
even a trace of gratification in the lines
of the face or in the expressionof the
eyes, yet it certainly was a moment of
great viptpry for the aged philosopher.
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A Terrible Crime in Mexico.
Details of a horrible crime reach here

from Matamoros. About the 10th of
September, Donna Rita Chapa de Menchaca, a wealthy lady of Matamoras,accompanied by her niece, Senorita Orils,
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An Alabama Squatter.
William Stevens, of Clay county, Ala.,
has squatted on a mountain tract and
built himself a log cabin, where he resides contentedly with his rifle, wife,
eight kids and 100 goats. The goats are
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m. Keep MaatifantnrlngOoT, ItiillimcerSt. N.YT.

~~Yr book*

ac

ents.takR NWKPECT

J08UH ALLEN'S WIFE
Haa

“

wrote another book,” and

It la

tiwlm dUcSor^on'wd
...... . . .. _______

°

--

OTHL BLKDntG raOM TH* LUHQS^GlW*lU£
•OOHTH*

NKBVOU8
j

o* Vkitioo.

redly

SAMANTHA AT THE CENTENNIAL I
your chance

:

rend

1>

Oow*.

_

THE

hrali rapidly.
I
flnlAt. their beat

LAD

EH

.

friend. It Manage* the

GOOD OLD

assists

STAND-BY.
MMTM8 LINIMENT.
FOR MAN AND BEAST.

VEGETINE

EiKablixhzd 85 Ykaos. Always enraa. Ahraywready. Ahraya handy. Haa never jwt failed.Thing

imUrnu ham

teeted it. Tb* whole world approves tba gloriooaold Mast«a«-thaBest and Obaap«t
la existence, 'gfi oant* a bottle. The*
liniment curee when nothingelaewflL

—

--

<

SOLD BY ALL HKDIODnC

VEGETINE

iKSTIOH, SlMKUia r.
and. epeeiaUyin all

FlHDPEa

SANDAL-WOOD,

ifllaaaiaafIWaulBlViMtaHl

J.o*rtair

‘"'“Vket5e

^’SfSSSSm.

_

Plate Collarand
lo*. Kaep’a Sbtxlt.
of prioo

Rh\rt#are^Wei^TRV!if ^receipt

MEXIOAK

expectoration.It check* th#

tin

Tobacco.

IwaLaU for SIM

mg»,“ wpf' bieSln*

VEGETINE

? The

‘Dnrang’a KhoumatioRemedy,” the greet
mwlMtdirine,
will pod
poritirely
<
Internal
Medicine,will
Lively cure
any ewe
of rheumatism oi the hoe of the earth. Price,
§1 a bottle, dx bottles, $5. Bold by all 1
‘-tirists. Bead for olreularto H
ABentiey, Druggiate,

The People’i

tlon*,

the an tire tyOem to a healthyaa

former minds his talk and toe latter
,‘ii"
talks his mind.

ep*a

roiioves

VEGETINE

.

in lua conversation and

vary

elegantaet of gnnnine

AddreaaAlfBRlOjj
III., Oihcihhati, 0.,
C and HABTroai),

WlU ear* Dytpspsi*.

Sss^tassaisicisSiS
Night 8w**m.

who is guarded

befiiiMbedaseasyaa
.

mmn^ypnl

VEGETINE

PULMONA,

yearly for clothing, hats, etc., and claims
that he is toe best-fed,best-clothed,
best-shod and best-humored man in the U*a
county.

man

Ifllif.

,

i

if toe fiiffetenoebetween a

Ml

valuableremedy for Headache.

hardy and prolific; he shoots them
when he wants meat, or leather for
shoes ; has their milk for milk, butter which la alao recommendeda* * certain and radictUeuro
jeneral and tpeeial
of tbe Nervon*
ipocial derenaemenU
‘
and cheese ; exchanges kid-flesh for tor nh general
in, Diaordereof the Blond, and Fdhotiohal
H
meifi with a miller at the foot of the ____ ere of th# Stomach and Bowxl*,and aa a genmountain; sells bis surplus animals

What

fWr.

VEGETINE

^

r
_

WORK FOR ALL

VEGETINE

VEGETINE

'

i

VESETINE

VEGETINE

l

_

------

--------

WEBER’S
-

m;Anp.. Toiri,. o»i..

Agi nt* Mill ug our ChnuBo*.
Ctaynnu.Hwturoand Cbrodio Cut da. 125 NtflipW*.
worth §5. tent, poBtpild.
for H.j Cent#. Jlliwtratwf
Catalogue
J. II . fiti-FOillVlJ SUNtSHonlou. auteblUb**] iwal

VEGETINE

VI

»&

Scrofai*.

found four days ago near Lobita Rancho,
•cUnllfic expolmcDl
about forty miles from Matamoros. The
the nuumhcUrvt of
women had been assaulted, bound band
B. T. BnUiu'tB,4
Soap hM wrfKUd la teooouMadedby PbytlcUn* and Apotbeoarlea.
and foot and ’gagged. There were no
Bnd now nfIVrt |o th*
SAAP
In Ibc Worlu.
peblle
Tb*
FINEST
TOILET
marks of shooting or stabbing, and it is
Out, tit pur, d ttgtuMetill ntd in
believed they were left to die a horrible
deatii from starvation and exposure.
Haa affectedaome nuuvelou* onrea In caaea of Oanocr.
bo*, cooUInliigS raketnf 6 ou. web, Mat frx to My adDonna Rita had a large amount of drut oo recvlnl oM5 cent*. Addrcu
money and much valuable jewelry on
her person. The greater part of the
Oon* the wont caaea of Oaokar.
money was in drafts, which the robbers
left undisturbed.Her rings and other
jewelry and money, amounting to some
InMarewrial
mdarfol auoeeaaIn
Mamrti Blame*.
I Meeta with wonderful
$300, were taken by the murderers. The
mules were killed, and the ambulance by
The ONLY CORSET COMBUilNO
• I V
which the party was traveling was thrown
into a lagoon. It is reported that in an
Grace, Comfort and Will wadioate Salt Rhenm from the ayatem.
old well a short distance from the scene
Beauty!
of this horrible crime were found the remains of thirteen persons. The authorla conatructed on porely acientlfic
principle#.The back la whole boned
ities are doing their utmost to obtain
and leftopen it the blpa to be laced BemovaaPimple* and Humor# from tbe face.
at pleasureof wearer,and la bo gored
some clew to the perpetratorsof these
to back that the fabric#and bone#
atrocities, but wilth utile prospect of
adapt themaelve*with marrelona ao.
curacy to every curve and undulation
snocess. — Dispatch to the Galveston
of the fineaf type or figure. Foraak
Cure# Constipationand regulate# the bowel*.
by ab leading merchant#.Lady Agent* wanted. Bam{Texas) Newt.
«V

r"

VEGETINE

and

deerplive odon t.
oorrr common and
dcUteriout Injrrdlcntl. Allfrunrsof

Itl.ARK. Toledo, Ohio. _

.J Pupa# of Bl*_ ..
(J.ilumn*, tilled with oim ullT.onipiredreading matter
i
all
jlart* of tbeUnited'
nf lnter«*t and value to people fn
State*, bpeolmens free.

8.f.arMoitCi.1Pil'r!,IfwM.

U the

THE

,

etc.

.» any wbictl bate preceded it. Girt* tbe name*,
circulation, nnd adrertMing ratee of aeieraj thousand

SSSSb

book form, would cost A5.ua Addreaa

Choice Standard BOOKS In all
partmenta of lltntatm*—Poetry, Pl*~
lion, Hiitory,
tlon,
History, Biography,
Bhupauby, tbe
tba Olamloa.,
OUaaloa,.
: the beat and cheapeat book# in the world. Gat*-

ir* Ivft

lit

In

Jidepaedy in

It#

action.

|armcrs’

TO PARENTS.

Farmers Read This

(Colutun.

DUG ATE your sons and daughters at the
Jlj Grand Rapids Business Collegr and Practical
XT'

f N section 14, town 6, range 15 west, we have a Training School. For circulars or Information call
piece of land for sale that cannot he beat in
at the College Office, or address,
Ottawa connty, 106 X acree,of which 40 aero* arc
C. O.
Prinoipa .
as level and dear as the very best- the land Is nil
Massachusetts P'.immn thus en- new— also 16 seres more chopped, (ready fi»r clearing) the remainingtimber Iq manle, elm, etc., the
courages the farmer in a
which whole tract is almost level, with a ten-foot ditch
throws State Master P.olette entirely in running throughH, The soil Is a black loom.-j
ann is consideredthe richest land tn Western
the shade with his prophesy
evil: Michigan- It would make a splendiddairy farm*
and Is naturally-adapted for garden stuff— the soil
"Yhat a revival is going on in all that being so rich. Quite a number of fruit trees have
relates to agricultural interests is plain been planted, tor further Information apply
.11

CLOSING OUT AT COST.

1

A Eevival in Tanning.

SWENSBEBG,

SMm

The

Now
of

way

W. &

of

i

enough to the most ordinary comprehea
sion. The success of the farming occupation, but especially Its reliance for a man,
is on all tongues. The great crops of the
present year have come forward to prove
the value of this occupationas

has nevtr

it

before been demonstrated In this country.

Men

bottom ot our national prosperity.

They oontyrehend In an entirely new way

SOOTHING REMEDY

Soothing Syrup

when

fants and

T>5IP;B
j
n
Children. OECTTSCures Diarrhoea, Dysenteryand
Summer Complaint, in Children of
all agea.

Relltvoa pain, weakness or exhsustlon in 15 or SO minutes, giving tone and power to the syatetn.

time

----

0.

everywhere.
not easily earned in these times, but
cau be made iu three months hr any
in i i i 000 °f either sex, in any part of the
HJI * I country who Is willing to work steadily
at the employment that we furnish. $M per week
in your own town. You need not be away from
home oter night. You can give your whole time
to the work, or only yonr spare moments. We
have agents who are making over $20 per day.
All who engage at once can make money fast. At
the present time money cannot be made so easily
and rapidly at any other business.It costs noth
log to try ihe business. Term- and $5 outfit free.
Address at once, U. IUllktt & Co., Portland,
85-ly

from the

wastes of the business are all items worthy

upon

their proper solu-

the business in a great

profit of

measure depends. 80

Piolette’sviews we think we can see that,

Sheriff's Sale.

business will take a mighty

a

T>Y

Holland, NoYember

MULDER.

stride forward.

13

the

CHAS.

My

P.

SCHMIDT.

Stock

is

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

COFFINS,

In

Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and Granite.

Beds and Pillows.

GRAND

-

Give us

RAPIDS, MI0II.

our

country far exceeds all others, he

wishes to exhibit the living plant Ip

call

Planing

stages of

its

sprout just peeping into daylight to the
full-cpenedboll, ready for the gatherer.

He would

also show the different pro-

cesses through which

the commodity

S

and bailing,
prepared for the market. In

passes, the drying, ginning,
until it is

_

all its varieties, the

commissioner proposes to show the Amer.

which

PRICE,

86

Or anything in our line, manufactured on
notiae.

CENTS.

Having rented the machine shop and power, owned
byWm. H. Deming, of thin place, we are
preparedto repair all klnda of

Vuliiiinj,

H.

and placed on sale in

W.

VERBEEK &

hort

Mr. Cla.k having had fourteen year* of experience in Retting up and repairing SneineR. Boiler*,
putting in Steam heating apparatus Pipe-bnlldlng
for fleam, \ a* and water, we will try and give »atiffactionto all that give ne a call.

CLARK A GOODRICK.
Holland, Mich., May

Co.

practical; and should the election of the

who

charge of
only

industry will be permittedto go.

Geu. Le Due says be is now in correspondence with leading agriculturists iu
ull parts of the land. The views of prac-

and the resulU

summed

will,

from time

great
be

Price, 31.00

per

bottle.

JOHNSTON) HOLLOWAY & C0«
Sneetal AceaU. PhUmddjyhia,

Call

Besides this, hehas mide PBvItut excur-

of <|e south

C.

for

r*

and see and give us
TV
of your

southern plantershave fairty started on

J.
[Next door to Harrington's Cheap Caah Store.]

the road to prosperity. ^ Rands that In

of„

Leweke, Krumbein t Luce

plow; and the frank avowal, “We L.
have been obliged to come toil,” gave

the

Mtaoiactaren of

Holland, Sept.

.

Mr^‘WTTAfT?M,TC

gratifyingevidence that public opinion
on the labor question was adapting itself iu KJ

™uneThe

new

order

of thittfv-^

by

tbe nalional board

“d

it $80,000,000

Y.

U

And

ail kind#

year -

nV STONE.

of ggri- w,

thellTe

gtufM,

Sixty-vive families from Peansylvanit

All

a>

on tud

V^th,

doiimd.

T.

Give us a
of

cabbage stowed away.

am

autboriredt©««n th* steam

on favorable

terms. Inquire

Tug nocm’

of

HOWARD.
manly d Holland.
Mich'

1877.

aUmpt.

Address the Publishers,

FALL AND

MMILHEBIM,
41

iu

gi..

If nr

York; Post Office Box. 4016.

WINTER.

1877-

4-0m

Millinery
And

-

a

large stock, of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,

Announcement

deatv* to announce to the
•nijiundersigned
_r
lie in general, tkal he ls«<**tbe aole propriepublic
this
tor of tl
__ well-known and,. popular hotel, and
glvehia peisona) attention
that; he will hereafter
h
tof ma how# and the wants
to the management
th'fe.t kinder of his guests. Tbe*house baa been refitted and refurnished, and now > offWa
offief*the beat
best of
of accommodn.ollngpnbllc. It contatas IS# handivellngpni
lions to the travelin
AUy of which can
amodlouH
some and comm
day, sad the rebe had with 1board at j
lag conductedthe
malrder at the
for the past sixhotel business in
--------teen year#, and thahkfulfor former patroaaie, the
proprietor hopes for a eontlnuancaof the same.
The rooms of Sweet’s Hotel are not excelled by

of land.

in Tioga, Pa., has sixteen thous-

and heads

_

A

post

Soaift, Hoods, Cloaks,

Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, Germane-

town Canvass, Hats, Feathers, Blowers,

Ribbons, Lace Collars, Dress Silks
and Cloaking.

Prices Low.

county, Texas, and purchased one thou-

A man

Parlor

VANDERVEEN.
1877.

t

Work Warranted and

And New Jersey have emigrated to Navarro
sand acres

1870.

Holland, b

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
H. LYON, - j - Proprietor.

Special

of

share

CEMETERY WORK

^
more.***

crops of Kansas for the present

are valued

•

li

20,

a

SWEET’S HOTEL

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

to the

____

1

BqmJ. TVO FOE ULB.
? '
Patronage.

large

A

persooil observation.* He Relieves that

familiar acquaintance with the handles

.

SiaUi.

Promptly

I

up and published for dlttribuiioD.

sions to different parts

cause

QmEW HUMANMISERY.

-_ •

Tinware very Ueatly and

classified,

to time,

15-ly

GIVE USA TRIAL.

are experiencedin this line of

ncal men upon many points nt
tercst to the farmer are being

1877.

GOOD TURNOUTS

are to be sent to Paris in

this exhibit be left to him, those

who

17,

Just Published in a tealed enveloped.Price six cents.

BARN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.

the ideas of the commissioner are equally

persons

iitei, hiftiog,

FUELEYS, ETC,

mm

Lim

the

proposed agriculturalexhibit,

of the

Sn

A Lecture on the Nature,Treatment, and radical cure of Seminal Weakness or 8permatorra*n.
Indnoed
by Self Abuse,
Involuntary Emission*.
hli ut Bond
_______
__________
Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,
•
1 m potency,
Nervous Debility, and ImpedImenta to Marrlaee generally; Consumption.
i
Epilepsy and fits; Mental and Physical Incapclty.
’
Fine norsoa and beautiful carriages.cutUn. and Ac.— By ROBERT J. CULVKRWELL, M. D., anall kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at out thor of the “Green Book,” Ac.
The world-renowned author. In this admirable
stable at reasonable rates.
Lecture,clearly proves ftom hla own experience
G U ARAN TEED that the awful consequencesof self-abuM may be
effectuallyremoved withont medicine, and without
The nndcrflgnedhaf opened a hardware Rtorc in
dangerona surgical operations,bougies, inatnithe old r tana of O. J. Haverkiite, where he will
ments, rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode or
keep connuintly on hand a complete flock of Gencure at once simple, certain,and effectual, by
eral Hardware,Stovea,Glass, Nails, Farming Im
plemcnu. Carpenter’*Tools and everythingclae TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE. means of which every sufferer, no matter what
his conditionmaybe, may cure himself cheaply,
belongingto our line of business.
privately, and radically.
E. J. Harrington, Jr.
gar This Lecture will prove,* boon to thou
John Vaupkll.
sands and thousands.
Holland, Dec. 2,
43-ly
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope,to any ad
dress, poet-paid, on receipt of six cents or two

Paris restaurants. In all other departi

menu

ETC.,

ffjjjju THE great

Hardware Store

product of the mill converted into bread
biscuit,

Eugiiei

New Machinery,

Vikii£ Div Wort,

Special Agent*. Phil ad’*.

world experhaps, in Hungary; and in this

and

Mlt

SHAFTING,

he assertsis superior to that

connection he would arrange to have the

SUtionuj ui

Setting up

in use in any other part of the
cept,

Proprietor!.

of

Johnston, Holloway & Co.

ican process of convening wheat into
flour,

POT i07M'tn 9tV‘St PHIIA.

Of

cereals, beside the customary display o

the raw material In

CLARK A COODRXOK,

WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

WORLD

-"‘•BEST'"-

42-ly

STEAM

and

tvw

OVn COMCAVb

A

BOSMAN.

W.

1870.
I1

CHloIairE
KILICsT
PASTILLES DR,1T
the drying
lumber
WE HAVE

Sheriff of Ottawa County, Mich.

20,

Mill.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

JOOS VERPLANKE,

development from the tiny

and see our

a call

Holland, May

Planing, Matching,

as originallystated.
Dated, November 22nd, 1877.

all

O

Goods.

iPHCEisrix:

c'-USH-.

The above sale is adjournednntil the 17th day of
December, A. D. 1877, at the same place and hour

-

Great Variety.

in

J.

and see for
yourself, before you go else-

Sheriff of Ottawa County, Mich.

and quality,

BOSMM,

Hats & Caps

amuse or astonish the beholder; but a Twelfth day of November. A. D. 1877,
at the front door of the Court House, in the City
where.
comprehensive display of those articles of Grand Haven, OtUwa County, Michigan.
Dated,
Grind
Uavkn,
Sept.
24th,
A.
I).
1877.
which America produces in excess, or of
All qualities of Carpets cheap; also, all In re-building our new sbop we have pur
JOGS VERPLANKE,
which the quality is superior to that of
Sheiiff Qf Ottawa County, Michigan.
kinds of Matlrasses.
chased entire new Machinery,
Whkklkr A Grbim. InPerton.
simlliar articles produced abroad, may be
I
WILL
NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
The abova sale is adjourneduntil the 21st day of
made, he thinks, productive of direct and November, A. D. 1877. at the same place aud hour
Of the Most Approved Patterns;
S. REIDSEMA.
Holland.
Sept. 28, 1877,
as originallystated.
great profit to our farmers and planters.
And we are confident we can satlify ail whe
Dated, November12th, 1877.
want
JOOS VERPLANKE,
Of cotton, for instance, in the production
as to quantity

fine lot of

iLiMOWSNllHOOSS,

CANAL STREET,

14-lv

Live Geese Feather,

a

GOODS,

MERCHANT TAILOR.

Chas. Schmidt & Bro.,
77

klnda of

offered very cheap at

W.

J.

of

Arrival

CLOTHING

BOYS’

both the
Engish &Dutch Languages.

Inscriptions cut in

gan, and tested on the seventh day ol May,
A. D. 1877, against the goods and chattels,and for
I always keep on hand a fall stock of
the want thereof, then against the lands and teneGen. Le Due, commissioner of agricul- ments of John Brocker. and to me directed and
delivered. I have levied upon all the right, title
ture, finds ihe wording of the Pariu expoand Interestof John Brocker, the defendant named
From the cheapest to the finest WALNUT CASsition bill relatingto the display to be made In said execution, in and to the following described KETS in the market, and cheaper than in any
real estate, situated in the County of Ottawa. State
by the agriculturalbureau so indefinite of Michigan, to-wit: The south-west quarter Cm) other place.

of which, both

all

And

large stock of well selectedWall Paper and
window shades, which I sell at

Give me a

Few

SUMMER

Of all kinds and sixes.

den. Li Due's Idea of our Exhibit at Farit-

*

AUQ.

—
Complete,

— O—

NEW FURNITURE.

the north-east quarter (JO of section fifteen (15).
that he is unable to say, at present, just
town seven (7), north range sixteen (16) west; All
what the character or extent of oar agri- said land and premises being sltnsted in the t >wnshlp of Grand Haven, County of Ottawa and State
cultural exhibit will be.
of Michigan, according to the United States survey
All phenomenal productions of what- and shall offer the same for sale, or snch portion of
said property as may be necessaryto satisfy said
ever character, should, be believes, be ex- execution, with cost and collection fo**, at public
vendue, to the highest bidder therefor,at one
cluded, and no attempt will be made to o'clock in the afternoon of the

SCHMIDT,

Of

Consisting of all kinds of

A

18T7.

8,

l

Spring Goods.
—

virtue of a writ of execution.Iwued ont
of and under the seal of the Circuit Court for
Connty of Ottawa, and State of Michi-

HARRINGTON.

E. i.

the nnderaigned,
am dally receiving

New

within the next fifteen or twenty years,
farming as

CHEAP CASH STOHE OF

T0THE PUBLIC.

Maine.

from taking Mr,

far

Ail wilt be sold cheap st the

is

I,

salt,

1977. SMm

Hollawd,Mich., July 14,

It

dairy, and Uie utilizationof the former
of any mindr and

INVENTED BY

1,000 acres of farming lands, and some city lots for sale at

a bargain. Shingles, lath, lime, land plaster, eastern
stove wood and cord wood, for sale cheap.

CHARLES MULDER.

all

first-class prodnets

ATEinty

:p

The patent w^l be for sate by Novembernext.
tate rights.
County rights and townsMp rights
State
_
the Infants' and Children . - - -----wilt
be offered.
Remedy, iu all disorders brought on by teething
or any other cause.
Be particularin calling for MRS. WHITCOMB’S
The corn planter will be a cheapermachine, and
SYRUP, aud Uke no other.
plant# much faater, and with leas power than any
Prepared by the GraftonMedicineCo., St. Louis,
other corn planter known.
Mo. Bold by Druggistsand Dealers In Mediclnt

to be regarded as
those “who are not
bmart enough for say other business.”
The application of concentred fertilizers,
the rotation and marketing of crops, the

tion the

JHC7ST

I*KiaE

It ia

and see for yourselves. A new stock of Hats and Caps
has just been received and will be sold very cheap.

Shoes & Rubber Goods, Ladies’ Dress
Goods, and a full line of Dry Goods, Notions, Groceries,
etc., also a full line of Horse Blankets and Guilts,
bed clothes, mittens, and such other woolen
articles as are required in families.

itrUfpniK,

PLMTER

I

x!6U-l

farming is

producing of

w

Subdues Convulsions and over- f
comes all disesses Incident to In-

of the future win use his brain more than

is past

w. 4 h.

OLOTHIM

UVEATE

full line of Boots,

done and at

Repairing neat

Cures Colic and Griping in the
Bowels, and facilitatesthe process of Teething.

certain. The successful farmer

the hospital lor

A

FOR CHILDREN.

and powerful lever under and
pded the country out of the rut in which
itj efaa set.” Whether we flni feint is
right or *ot, time will show; but one

The

READY

RIVER STREET,

The above firm make a specialty of custom work.
Guarantee aatlsfaciioDKTbeir prices arc low
enough to compete with anv house in the city.
They keep constantly oi hand a choice variety of
Ladles aud Children sl oes and gaiters.

!

MRS. WHITCOMB’S

its long

did his father or grandfather.

great reduction in

Holland, - - - Michigan

!

TUB GREAT

anything whatever if farming bad not put

Is

22

i

all

Look to Your Children

how all branches of business depend on It.
But for this year’s crops, we might still
have waited, as we have been waiting for
the past four years, for a start in trade and
manufactures.Any person can now see
that it would have been impossible to do

theory

ELFERDINK'S

OFFICE.

NO.

tre at last convinced that agricuHttte

is at the

NEWS

AT

H.

is your time to buy Glassware and
octal y. My stock
Glassware and Crockery must be closed out to make room
for other goods. Call soon and secure a good bargain.

call

before you order, and pat-

ronize your

home

industry.
j

Holland, Mich., Aug. 25 1877.
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by tbe proprietor.
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